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ABSTRA Cl' 

A major part of laser medicine makes use of tissue coagulation (50°-100°C). eoagulation is visible as a 

whitening of the tissue. Optically this is measureable as an increase in scattering. 

In this study we used egg-white and egg yolk to study the protein denaturation process. First order 

kinetic models together with two experimental set-ups have been used to quantify the denaturation 

process. In the single scattering experimental set-up, in which the protein is kept at a constant 

temperature Theat• we see a jump in the maximum change of the scattering coefficient, áiJ.s,max• at Theat = 

80°e, where áiJ.s,max is plotted as a function of Theat· 'Ibis may indicate that at temperatures higher than 

80°e another process than denaturation prevails. 

The single scattering set-up gives the following results for egg white with the use of one fust order 

rate process, characterized by the pre- exponential factor A and the energy harrier Ba, which are the 

Ba 
Arrhenius constants, and the critica! temperature Tcrit, which is defined as Tcrit = -- : 

Rln(A) 

Data fit A 

sec-I 

initial data fit 60oe ::s Theat ::s 90.25 oe 3.5 1025 

entire data fit 60oe ::s Theat ::s 90.25 oe 7.3 102I 

initial data fit 60oe ::s Theat < 80 oe 1.3 1o38 

entire data fit 60oe ::s Theat < 80 oe 1.0 1024 

Ba 

kcal mol-I 

42 

36 

62 

40 

Tcrit 

oe 

86 

91 

80 

90 

By using the transitional state theory we obtain the following results for egg white with the use of one 

frrst order rate process, where áH* is the activation enthalpy and áS* is the activation entropy : 

Data fit áS* 

kcal moi-1 cal K-1 moP 

initial data fit 60oe ::s Theat ::s 90.25 oe 41 56 

entire data fit 60oe ::s Theat ::s 90.25 oe 36 38 

initial data fit 60oe ::s T heat < 80 oe 61 113 

entire data fit 60oe ::s Theat < 80 oe 54 92 

The data indicate that descrihing the process of heating the egg white with the use of only one frrst 

order rate process model is insufficient. Yang (Yang et al 1991) investigated the denaturation process of 

both egg white and egg yolk by visual inspeetion and used a frrst order kinetic model to get excellent 

results. 
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The results from the multiple scattering set-up show that during heating of egg white the scattering 

coefficient increases, the absorption coefficient decreases and the anisotropy increases. 

With the use of the fitst order rate process model we obtain values for A varying from lOSO to 1()57 per 

second and for E
8 

values varying from 88 to 92 kcal mol-1• The critical temperature varles from 75 to 85 

oe. 

Transmission electron microscopy investigation shows that by heating the egg wbite, apart from 

denaturation one observes aggregation. Under stereoscopie view it can be seen that fitst the proteins 

form a sort of irregular spider's web. The proteins are like small threads. When the proteins are heated 

the spider's web breaks up and the proteins start to aggregate. Small particles are formed which consist 

of aggregated proteins. This phenomena is not taken into account when only one fitst order rate process 

model is used. Only one measurement of egg yolk with the multiple scattering set-up has been done and 

indicates that more than one rate process is involved by the heating of egg yolk. 
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1 INTRODUCI'ION 

Lasers are now commonly used as therapeutic tools in medicine. For example photodynamic therapy uses 

laser light with a photosensitive drug for treatment of tumours. Alternatively laser light may be used to 

directly heat tumours. Port wine stains and tattoos (Schets 1984) may be removed using the process of 

selective photothermolyses. In order to predict the effects of laser light on the various tissues the 

light distribution in tissue needs to be known (Schets 1984 and Moes 1988). 

The propagation of light in turbid media depends on the reflection and transmission at the boundaries of 

the medium and on the absorption and scattering within the medium. These factors are dependent on the 

density of particles, their shape and size relative to the wavelength, their dielectric constant and the 

index of refraction of the particles and of the medium (van de Hulst 1981, Prahl 1988, van de Hulst 

1980). These factors can change during time if for example the tissue is heated. 

To determine the optical properties (coefficient of absorption, coefficient of scattering and anisotropy 

of scattering) of a sample, one has to deal with the theory of opties. We must differentiate between 

single scattering, for optically thin samples, and multiple scattering, for optically thick samples. In 

the case of multiple scattering one bas to deal with radiative transfer. Both single scattering as well 

as radiative transfer are discussed in chapter two. To determine the optica! properties experimentally we 

make use of two integrating spheres and the solution of the radiative transport theory, by the metbod of 

adding doubling. This is also discussed in chapter two. 

Heating of tissue by absorption of laser light leads to irreversible chemical and physical processes such 

as denaturation of proteins, evaporation of water and tissue, and ablation of the tissue. The ftrst of 

these, the thermal damage of tissue, is of particwar relevanee to this thesis. As the temperature rises 

and or at prolonged heating times, cellular and tissue structural proteins undergo denaturation (changes 

in one or more of the properties that are attributed to the native form of molecules) and conformational 

changes, a process defined as thermal coagulation. Coagulation is an immediate apparent effect of 

heating. In genera!, depending on the tissue, coagulation can be seen with the naked eye as whitening of 

the tissue. The changes of egg-white while an egg is being fried is an obvious example of thermal 

coagulation (Pearce et al 1993, Florkin 1963). On the other hand, coagulation of collagen-rich tissues 

such as skin can be seen as increasing transparency, apparently due to a decrease in scattering (Pearce 

et all 1993). 
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First order kinetic models for tissue damage have in the past been developed. Both the process of 

denaturation and thermal damage models are discussed in chapter three. Detection techniques to determine 

how much damage is caused are necessary. To avoid arbitrariness which characterizes much of the early 

damage studies, it is essential that a quantitatively measureable damage is identified. Changes in 

optical properties, such as scattering or absorption, are measurable parameters. A model to quantify 

thermal damage by making use of changes in the scattering is introduced in chapter four. Two 

experimentally set-ups to measure this scattering are described in chapter five, one making use of single 

scattering and one taking into account multiple scattering. Results and discussion of the two set-ups and 

use of opties to quantify thermal damage for egg white and egg yolk are given in the chapters six and 

seven. Also transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results of the changes during heating of Egg white are 

given in chapter six. 
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2 OPTICAL THEORY 

2.1 LIGHT TRANSPORT 

Light is hardly ever observed directly from its source. Most of the light we see reaches our eyes in an 

indirect way. Looking at a cloud, or at the sky, we see scattered sun light. Scattering is often 

accompanied by absorption. A leaf of a tree looks green because it scatters green more effectively than 

red light (van de Hulst 1981 ). 'The red light incident on the leaf is absorbed. 'This means that its energy 

is converted into some other form and is no longer present as light. 'Thus both scattering and absorption 

remove energy from a beam of light traversing the medium. 'The beam is attenuated. 'This attenuation is 

called extinction. 

In this study when we look at the interaction of light traversing a medium we assume that the scattered 

light has the same frequency as the incident light, so any quanturn transitions are excluded. A second, 

most important limitation is that independent particles are considered for scattering. lf light traverses 

a perfectly homogeneaus medium, it is not scattered. Only inhomogeneities cause scattering. Now any 

material medium bas inhomogeneities as it consists of molecules, each of which act as a scattering 

center, but it depends on the arrangement of these molecules as to how effective the scattering will be. 

lf the particles (being single molecules or groups of molecules) are sufficiently far away from each 

other, it is possible to study the scattering by one partiele without reference to the others. 'This is 

called independent scattering. A distance between the particles of three times the average radius is 

considered a sufficient condition for independent scattering (van de Hulst 1981 ). Without this limitation 

the salution to any light transport problem must account for not just the intensity of the scattered 

light but also the phase. 

We must differentlate between single scattering and multiple scattering. For single scattering such as in 

a thin cloud containing M scattering particles, the intensity scattered by the cloud is M times that 

scattered by a single particle, and the energy removed from the original beam is also M times that 

removed by a single particle. 'This simple proportionality to the number of particles holds only if the 

radiation to which each partiele is exposed is essentially the light of the original beam. 

Each partiele is also exposed to light scattered by the other particles, whereas the light of the 

original beam may have suffered extinction by the other particles. If this effect is strong, we speak of 

multiple scattering and a simpte proportionality does not exist. Radiative transfer deals with this 

problem. 
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2.1.1 SINGLE SCA TIERING 

When we look at the light being scattered by a single particle, we can define a scattering cross section. 

Assume that a plane wave is incident upon a particle, as indicated in tigure 1. The intensity of this 

wave is Io (in [W m-2]). If the total rate of energy scattered by the partiele is E (in [W]) then this is 

proportional to the area Csca [m2] of the original plane wave. So the scattering cross section Csca is 

defmed as (van de Hulst 1981) : 

lightsouree 

E 
c =

sca lo 

planewave 
intensity I 

Fig. 1 Light being scattered by a single particle. 

{1) 

Similarly the absorbing cross section Cabs can be defined as the total amount of energy being absorbed 

per ~econd divided by lo· 

A partiele has also a geometrical cross section, G [m2], which is the area of the shadow of the particle, 

as indicated in tigure 2. One now can define a scattering efficiency Qsca which is the ratio of the 

scattering cross section and the geometrical cross section : 

Similarly the absorption efficiency is defmed : 

Cabs 
Qb =-as G 

14 
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/ 
• lightsouree 

Fig. 2 The geometrical cross section of a partiele with a parallel light beam. 

The scattered intensity, 1(9), varles as a function of the angle 9. We define the average eosine of the 

scattering angle as the intensity at every angle multiplied by the eosine of that angle and divided by 

the total intensity. This ls called the anisotropy g : 

47t 

J 1(9)cos9dro 

0 
g=----

47t 

J 1(9) dro 

0 

(4) 

The theory discussed above deals only with one particle. If there are M particles, all these M particles 

will scatter. It may be noted that waves scattered by different particles from the same incident beam in 

the same direction still have a certain phase relation and may still interfere. A$ the wavelength remains 

the same the scattered waves must be either in phase and enhance each other or out of phase and destroy 

each other, or any intermediale possibility. The assumption of independent scattering implies that there 

is no systematic relation between these phases (van de Hulst 1981 ). A slight displacement of one partiele 

or a small change in the scattering angle may change the phase differences entirely. The net effect is 

that for all practical purposes the intensities scattered by the various particles must be added without 

regard to the phase. 

Assume that there are N identical particles per unit volume [m-3]. The scattering coefficient J.t8 [m-1] is 

defmed as the product of N and the scattering cross section Csca of one partiele : 

(5) 

If there are two different types of particles, with N 1 and N2 the number of particles per unit volume 

with scattering cross section Csca,1 and Csca,2 respectively, equation (5) becomes : 

(6) 
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Por a medium witb many differently sized particles, where we define N(r) dr as tbe total amount of 

particles witb radius between r and r + dr and scattering cross section Csca(r), tbe summation of 

equation 6 changes into an integral to give 

11, = r~:..(r) N(r) dr =7 V N(r) Q,."(r) dr 

0 0 

where we used equation (2) to relate Csca and <4ca and where it is assumed tbat tbe particles are 

spherical, so G equals ml, . 

Similar equations can be derived for tb.e absorption coeffi.cient J.la and tb.e extinction is defined as 

(7) 

(8) 

If a sample is illuminated by a light source, as indicated in figure 3 and tb.e sample is tbin enough, 

single scattering and absorption occurs and one can use Beer's law (Gijsbers 

1992) to describe tbe attenuation of tbe light intensity 

I(t) = 10 e-t = 1o e-llt • d 

where t = (J.la + ~J • d , 

J.la is the absorption coefficient in [m-1], 

~s is the scattering coefficient in [m-1], 

d is the thickness of tb.e sample in [m] and 

(9) 

According to van de Hulst (van de Hulst 1981) ü t< 0.1 single scattering takes place. If 't> 0.3 tben one 

bas to deal with multiple scattering. In between some correction may be necessary for multiple 

scattering. 

sample 

.... 
d 

Fig. 3 Sample irradiated by light source. 

Por later use where llt is a function of time, t, (so llt = J..lt(t)) we define 
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a~(t) = ~(t) - ~(O) 

which can be written as (see appendix D) 

1 
a~(t) = - - In[I(t)/l(O)l 

d 
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2.1.2 MULTIPLE SCATTERINGIRADIATIVE TRANSFER 

Consider a small volume with N scatterers and/or absorbers per m3. Assume that the scattering that occurs 

from these centers is independent and that the particles are randomly orientated. If we know Qsca• Qabs 

and g for every partiele and had access to a large computer (Pickering 1992) we may just be able to 

follow the path of light through the medium. Normally we don not know Qsca• Qabs and g and, therefore, we 

consider the paths of photons through a medium described by the radiative transfer optica! properties J.L8 , 

J.L8 and g. Obviously, if we defme only one g for the whole medium, this must be the average of g for all 

the scattering particles. Consequently what has been done is to reduce the complex medium to one of N 

identical spherical particles per unit volume with a particular refractive index and radius that give g, 

Csca and Cabs (figure 4). 

0 
0 

:><-. 0 0 

0 
trom reality 

0 
to radiative transfer 0 c:::::> 

0 0 

/ 0 D 0 

l> 
0 

c::::J 

REALITY RADIATIVE TRANSFER 

Fig. 4 From "reality" to radiative transfer" 

We are now going to derive the radiative transfer equation. Therefore it is needed to defme the specific 

intensity, or radiance, l(r.~) (1shimaru 1987). Let us consider a wave at a point r in a random medium, 

as indicated in figure 5. 

-· 

Fig 5. Scattering of specific intensity, or radiance, l(r.~) incident upon the volume ds from the 

direction s' into the direction s. 

In general the frequency, the phase and the amplitude of the wave undergo some random variations in time, 

and therefore the magnitude and direction of the amount of energy [J] per second [s] per square meter 

[m2] per Steradian [sr] per unit frequency interval [Hz], that is the power flux density vector, varles 
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continuously in time (lshimaru 1987). Fora given direction defined by a unit vector t, we can define the 

average power flux density within a unit frequency band centered at frequency v within a unit solid 

angle. This quantity I(r,t) is called the specific intensity in [W m-2 srl Hz·l]. In our case we assume 

that the frequency always remains the same and the specific intensity or radiance is in [W m·2 srl]. 

Consider a narrow beam of monochromatic light with radiance 1(9,cj>) on a layer with an infmitesimal 

thickness dx, as indicated in tigure 6, where 9 and cl> are the angles as indicated in tigure 6. The beam 

travels a pathlength dl = dx/cos9 through the layer where it is subject to absorption and scattering. The 

beam suffers loss by absorption of a fraction 

(12) 

and by scattering out of the beam of a fraction 

~8 1(9,«!>) dl (13) 

dx y 

z 
)-x 

+dl 

Fig. 6 A beam with radiance 1(9,«!>) is incident on a thin layer with thickness dx where it is attenuated 

by an amount -dl 

in the direction (9,«!>) by absorption and scattering. 

The layer is considered to be a continuurn wbere no single absorption and scattering process can be 

distinguished. So the loss of 1(9,«!>) can be written as 

dl1o88 = • OJ.a + ~ 1(9,cj>) dl (14) 

The absorbed light is lost, but the scattered light however, is still present in other directions. The 

beam under consideration in the direction defined by 9 and cl> wi1l gain radiance by light wbich is 

scattered from all other directions into the direction (9,«!>). To describe the gain by scattering the so 

called phase function p(9,c!>,et.cl>'> is introduced. The function defines the fraction of the radiance 

scattered from an element of solid angle dro' with direction (9',cj>') into the direction (9,q,). The phase 

function p is normalized by the condition that (lshumaru 1978, Kottier 1964, Gijsbers 1983) 
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I p(e.~.e·,f)dro' = I p(e.~.e·,f)dro = 1 (15) 

47t 47t 

The total amount of light being scattered out of the original beam into any direction is J.18dl, so the 

gain of light from all other directions is now defined as 

dl8ain = lls dl J p(9,cjl,9',cjl ')1(9' ,cjl ') dro' 

47t 

a ~ 
Assuming axial symmetry (-= 0) and defming u = cose so that dl=-, the total change of l(u) is 

8«1> u 

dx dx +l 
dl = dl1088 + dlgain = - (J.18+J.18) l(u) - + J.18 - 27t Jp(u,u')I(u')du' 

u u 
- 1 

In this equation we made use of 

dro'= sin9' • d9' • del>' 

This gives us the radiative transfer equation 

dl +1 

u - = - (J.18 + J.18) l(u) + 27t J.18 J p(u,u') I(u')du' 
dx 

- 1 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

This equation is used for multiple scattering phenomena. In three dimensions equation (19) is written 

as(Prah/ 1988) 

s•V'I(r,s) = -llt l(r,s) +J.18J p(s,s')l(r,s') dro' 

47t 

where J p(s,s') dro = 1, llt = Jla + J.18, and 

47t 

the light is scattered from all directions s' into the direction s. 

(20) 

To describe the anisotropy of the phase function the parameter g, the average eosine of the scattering 

intensity, is used and defmed as 

g = J p(s•s')(s•s') dro 

47t 
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2.2 MEASUREMENTS OF RADIATIVE TRANSPORT OPTICAL PROPERTIES 

2.2.1 INTEGRATING SPilERE THEORY 

To determine the reflectance and transmittance of a sample, we make use of two integrating spheres. An 

integrating sphere is a hollow sphere which is covered with a white diffuse reflecting material inside 

(Wieringen 1990). Both the spheres have three apertures, as indicated in tigure 7. The first is the 

sample aperture with area s. The sample is placed next to this aperture. The second aperture is the 

illuminating aperture. Through this aperture the sample is irradiated (first sphere) or the collimated 

transmission is teaving (second sphere). The third aperture is the detector aperture ö, through which the 

radiance at the sphere wall is measured. 

detector aperture wilb area 8 -

t INTEGRATING SPHERE 

sample aperture wilb uea • sample 
holder 

Fig. 7 lntegrating spheres. 

To measure the radiance at the sphere wall we use a fibre, which collects the light through the aperture 

of area ö. We assume that the fibre collects light with the same efficiency over all angles of incidence. 

This assumption is not necessary when relative measurements are made (Pickering et all 1992). The fibre 

is coupled to a photomultiplier. Therefore, the voltage given by the detector output (photomultiplier) 

will be directly proportional to the total light power incident on the detector. In order to onderstand 

the working of two integrating spheres better the single sphere theory is discussed first. 
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2.1.1 INTEGRATING SPHERE THEORY 

SINGLE SPHERES : Light incident upon the sphere wall 

Light enters the sphere and is incident upon the sphere wall with power P, as in Figure 8. 

5ampl~ 

Fig. 8 Integrating sphere with light incident upon the sphere wall with power P. 

The total power reflected (frrst reflection) is 

(22) 

where m is the coefficient of reflectance of the sphere wall. 

The sphere wall is a Lambertian surface (Pickering et all 1991 ), which means that the reflected power is 

distributed uniformly over the sphere wall (see appendix A). Therefore the power collected over a given 

area is proportional to the total power emitted (m • P) and the fractional area of the sphere that this 

area represents. Hence for the fust reflection a detector of surface area a will collect 

ö 
- • m • P (23) 
A 

Where A is the total inner surface area of the sphere, including the sphere wall, the detector, the 

sample, and the apertures. Similarly the total light from the frrst reflection collected by the walls of 

the sphere is 

the total light collected by the sample is 

<X • m • P, 

s 
- • m • p A ' 
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(24) 
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and the total light lost through any other apertures is 

h - • m • p 
A 

(26) 

Where a is the area of the actual sphere wall relative to the surface area of the whole sphere (A), s is 

the area of the sample, and h is the sum of the areas of all the other apertures in the sphere. 

a = 1 - Co/A + s/A + h!A) (27) 

Of the total power from the first reflection incident upon the detector (equation 23), a fraction r, 

where r is the coefficient of reflection for the detector, will be reflected. Similarly, for the wall 

(equation 24) a fraction m will be reflected, and for the sample (equation 25) a fraction R<f will be 

reflected (R<f is the coefficient of diffuse reflection of the sample). Thus the total reflected light of 

the second reflection will be 

r • 0 P+ P+R ~•m•P--m•P•F Ä• m • m • a • m • d • A (28) 

0 s 
Where F = r Ä + m • a + Rd Ä (29) 

represents the fraction of the total incident light that is diffusely reflected by all the components of 

the sphere. 

From this second reflection the power is distributed uniformly around the sphere so that the detector 

collects 

(30) 

the wall collects 

(31) 

and the sample collects 

(32) 

In a similar manner the next (third) reflection yields a power incident upon the detector of 
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and in general the detector collects from the nth reflection a power of 

ö • m • p • pD-1 
Ä 

Summing this expression for n = 1 to oo we have the total power collected by the detector 

As F < 1, 

with 

and 

pd = Î m P (1 + F + p2 + p3 + .. + pn-1 + .. ) 

ö m ö m 
pd =- • -. p =- • ---------. p 

A 1-F A 1-[ma + ~{s/A) + r (Ö/A)] 

ö m 
b1 =A-:---1-ma 

s 1 
b2 = A- --:---1-ma 

These are called the sphere constants. 
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2.1.1. INTEGRATING SPDERE THEORY 

SINGLE SPHERES : Light incident upon the sample 

Collimated light is incident upon the sample with power P, as in tigure 9. 

Sa..,plr 

Lasr:....r --=!-,........-----? 
Powrr 

p 

Fig. 9 Collimated light incident upon sample. 

The power reflected consists of two parts, a collimated part and a diffuse part. 

(39) 

(40) 

Where Re is the coefficient for the collimated (specular) reflection of collimated incident light and Red 

is the coefficient for the diffuse reflection of collimated incident light, due to backscattering from 

the turbid sample. 

If the collimated part [equation (39)] is incident upon the sphere wall (such as may be the case when the 

incoming light is oot perpendicular upon the sample), then there will be generation of diffuse light 

reflected from the sphere wall with a power of 

(41) 

Therefore there are two diffuse sourees of light, each of which behaves in a manoer similar to that of 

the diffuse souree as discussed before. The power collected by the detector will be the sum of the 

multiple reflected light, as in equation (36), for each of the two sources. That is 

s 
bt C<XRoo+I\:(1-~A)) 

P _ ~ • m Re + Red • p = ------- • p 
d - A 1- [ma+ ~(s/A) + r(Ö/A)] 

(42) 
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2.1.1. INTEGRA TING SPHERE THEORY 

SINGLE SPHERES : Transmittance 

To measure the transmittance the sample is placed at the entrance port of a sphere, as in Figure 10. 

Laser 

Power 

p 

( b) 

Fig. 10 Integrating sphere for transmission measurement. 

Sample illuminated by (a) diffuse light (b) collimated light. 

Tbe sample may be illuminated by diffuse (figure 10 a) or collimated light (figure 10 b). lf Td is the 

diffuse transmission coefficient for diffuse incident light upon the sample and Tcd for collimated 

incident light and the collimated transmitted light does not leave the sphere through a hole, then there 

is a second souree of diffuse light where the collimated transmitted light strikes the sphere. See figure 

10 : 

m' • Tc • P (43) 

Tbe prime notation is used to distinguish between the sphere collecting primarily transmitted light 

(transmittance sphere) and that collecting primarily reflected light (reflectance sphere). We therefore 

have the following relation for the total power collected by the detector for diffuse light incident upon 

the sample 

ö' Td 
P.i =- • • p 

A' Hm'a'+ ~(s/A') + r(ö'/A')] 

and, similarly, the total power collected by the detector for collimated light incident upon the sample 

power is 

ö' Tcd + m'Tc 
P.i = - • ---------- • p 

A' 1-[m'a'+ ~(s/A') + r'(ö'/A')] 
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2.1.1. INTEGRA TING SPilERE THEORY 

DOUBLE SPHERES 

To measure the reflectance and transmittance of the sample simultaneously (as is necessary for monitoring 

changes in optica! properties during heating) the sample is placed between two spheres. The sample is 

then at the exit port of the fJrSt sphere measuring reflectance (reflectance sphere) and at the entrance 

port of the second sphere measuring transmittance (transmittance sphere). We assume that the 

transmittance and the reflectance of light is homogeneous with respect to which side of the sample the 

light is incident upon. 

Transm tltance 
Spilere 

Fig. 11 Two integrating spheres. Diffuse incident light 

Consider light incident upon the side wall of the reflectance sphere (figure 11). We get 

ö m 
Pdt = Ä • v . P 

as we would expect from equation ( 36), where 

Since Pdl is the power incident upon the detector of surface area S, we may deduce that 

s m 
Ps1 = Ä • V • p 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

is the power incident upon the sample. We know that this power <Pst> multiplied by the coefficient for 

the diffuse transmission of diffuse incident light (T d) will provide a souree for the transmission 

sphere, such that there is a power incident upon the detector in the transmittance sphere of [ compare 

with equation (44)] 
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P , a· 1 T p a' T d s m • p 
dl =x·· y'" d • sl = Ä,. V' A V 

A fraction of light transmitted into the transminanee sphere is incident back upon the sample, 

P , s 1 T 
sl =A' • V' • d" Psl 

and acts as a second souree for the reflectance sphere {P81 ' Td) such that the detector detects an 

additional power of 

a 1 , a m s T.. s 
p d2 = A • V • Td • Psl = A • V' • A' • V • A • p 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

Similarly some of this second souree of light is incident back upon the sample and is transmitted. This 

light acts as a second souree in the transminanee sphere. This process of the exchange of light between 

the two spheres continues ad infinitum, and the total light incident upon the detectors may be calculated 

as a sum of a geometrie series of the power detected for each souree within each sphere to give for the 

reflectance sphere a total detected power of 

a m 1 
Pd=-•-•--•P A V 1-TT' 

and for the transminanee sphere, a total detected power of 

where 

and 

T=.!.• !d 
A V 

T' -.!. • !d -A' V' 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

If collimated light is incident upon the sample within the reflectance sphere, we may than calculate the 

power detected in each sphere by using a procedure analogous to that described above, but now with two 

initia! sourees in the reflectance sphere equations (40,41) and two in the transminanee sphere. 

Combining this with equations (52) and (53) we arrive at the following relation for the total detected 

power for the reflectance sphere 
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pd =A~ • Red+ m Te + T'(Ted + m' Te) • p 
V(l-TT') 

and, similarly, for the transmittance sphere the total detected power will be 

p , = ~' Ted + mTe + T (Red + mRe) • p 
d A' V' (1-TT') 

(56) 

(57) 

Often within integrating spheres a baffle is placed between the sample and the detector to avoid 

collection of specular reflected light from the sample (see figure 12). If we assume that the baffle is 

small and acts as a diffuse reflector placed in the sphere wall at the position of the detector with the 

same reflectance as the sphere wall, then the light emitted from the sample in the direction of the 

detector will be returned to the sphere less that lost through absorption by the baffle. Therefore we 

neglect the term r S/A that is due to the reflection of light from the detector. This is reasonable since 

this reflection is small compared to the reflections by the wall and the sample. Equation (30) now 

becomes (for the second reflection) 

s 
Ä•m•a.•m•P (58) 

and equation (33), the power detected from the third reflection, becomes 

(59) 

and the power detected from the nth reflection becomes 

(60) 

Finally the equation for the total detected power reduces to 

s [1-R4 (s/A)]m 
pd = Ä • 1-[ma.-+ Rd(s/A)] • p (61) 
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Sample 

Fig. 12 Sphere with baffle. Light from the sample can reach the detector only after the third reflection. 

With the use of sphere constants we obtain for diffuse incident light the equations 

(62) 

(63) 

Por collimated incident light the formulas can be calculated in a similar manner (Pickering et al 1992, 

Pickering et al 1991) to give the power detected in the reflectance sphere 

and the power detected in the transmittance sphere 

P~ = b1' {(Tc(l-~i.)+a'TcdH-~~)+a'b2Td(Rcd + m Re)} • P 

(1-b2Rd)(l-b2'~) -b2b2'Td2 

(64) 

(65) 

Again prime notation is used to distinguish between the reflectance sphere and the transmittance sphere. 
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2.2.2 INTEGRATING SPDERE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

MAKING RELATIVE MEASUREMENTS 

The voltage recorded by the detector (photomultiplier) on the inner surfaces of each sphere is 

proportional to the total power incident on the detector (P d) such that 

V= K • Pd (66) 

where K depends on the characteristics of the detector. Because of a background signal, or voltage, Vo 
depending on the noise in the detecting system and the presence of stray light equation (66) may be 

rearranged as 

(67) 

The collimaled transmittance, T c• can be measured with a third detector at a distance from the second 

sphere. In the second sphere Tc is now not colleeled but leaves the sphere through the illuminating 

aperture of the transmittance sphere. This gives 

V c,sample • V c,no sample,O 
Tc= = Vc% 

V c,ref • V c,ref,O 
(68) 

Where V c,sample is the voltage recorded with the sample in place between the two spheres, V c,ref is the 

voltage recorded without the sample in place (reference measurement). V c,no sample,O = V c,ref,O is the 

background signal with the light souree extinguished. 

The specular reflection coefficient, Re, may be calculaled from Fresnel's equations (Wieringen 1990, Moes 

1990). So Red, 1\i Ted and the diffuse transmission of diffuse irradiance (Td) have to be determined from 

the voltage measured within the two spheres. The diffuse reflection (or transmission) coefficient of 

collimaled irradiance (Red, Ted) is a special case of the coefficient for diffuse irradiance (only one 

direction is considered). Some radiative transfer models, such as adding-doubling, are able to couple the 

two coefficients because the model is able to consider the direction of incident light. Therefore, there 

remain only two unknowns (due to the tissue) requiring the measurement of the voltages in the two 

spheres. 

In order not to measure the power (P) of the incident beam we make measurements relative to the power 

detected using a standard reference plate (diffusely reflecting with reflection coefficient Rrerp1ate> in 

the position of the reflecting sample. For this reference plate the power incident on the detector is 

(using one sphere) 
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P d,refplate = P c!><Rreeplate• s, A, a, m) (69) 

Where the function cl> is constant for a given sphere geometry and reference plates. Furthermore, this 

function depends on whether collimaled or diffuse light is incident on the reference plate. By combiDing 

equations (67) and (69) we may write 

1 
p = pd rcfp!Uc = K (Vrefplate - vno refplate,o> 

cl> cl> 
(70) 

Where V refplate is the voltage with reference plate (using one sphere) and V no refplate,O the background 

measurement with no reference plate and the souree of light turned off. 

Combining equations (67) and (70) gives the ratio of the detecled power to the incident power as 

P d V sample - V no sample,O 
-=«1>------
p V refplate - V no refplate,O 

(71) 

where V sample is measured with the sample between the two spheres and the light souree turned on, V no 

sample,O is measured with the light souree turned off and no sample in between the spheres, V refplate is 

measured with the single sphere and the light turned on with reflecting standard at sample place and 

V no refplate,O is measured without the reference plate and the light souree turned off. 

From equations (64,65) we see that 

(72) 

Therefore we redefme bt as follows (bl.new> relative to the old b1 (b1,oid) 

(73) 

Equations (64) and (65) can now be written in terms of V% by using the above definition of b1 (which is 

b1.new> and replacing P JP by V%· Equation (64) for example now becomes 

(74) 

Thus the need to measure the power is eliminaled and the reflectance of the sample can be obtained from 
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the measurement of the four voltages (V sample.V no sample,o•V refplate•V no refplate,o) and knowledge of the 

sphere constants. However, it is necessary that all the measurements made with the sample and the 

reference plate are made with the same incident power. 

All reference voltages in the transmittance sphere must be made in the absence of the reflectance sphere 

and with with the sphere rotated such that the exit port in the double sphere geometry becomes the 

entrance port. 
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2.2.2 INTEGRATING SPHERE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

DETERMINATION OF SPHERE CONSTANTS 

The sphere parameters b1 and b2 can most easily be found by using diffuse irradiance. Equation (36) can 

be rewritten by using the sphere constants to get 

s 
b1(1-~-A) Vaamplc - Vno samplc,O 

V% = = ---=------~-'---- (75) 

1-b2Rd Vrcfplatc - Vno rcfplatc,O 

If no sample is present then ~ = 0 and we obtain from equation (75) (replace V sample by V no aampiJ 

(76) 

With the addition of a diffusely reflectance standard of known reflectance <Rds) b2 can be measured by a 

rearrangement of equation (36) to give 

(77) 

This requires measuring the sample area s, and the sphere area A. 

Por collimated incident light equation (42) may be rewritten to give 

(78) 

Having measured b1 and b2, and having calculated s/A and a, only the sphere reflectance m remains 

unknown. By rearranging equation (38) m can be determined from 

(79) 

As m is unlikely to change significantly, we only occasionally check its value (for any slow degradation 

in the quality of the sphere reflectance). So, rather than measuring b2 each time, we use a previously 

detennined value and calculate b1 by a rearrangement of equation (42) 
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and 

s 1 
b2 =- (-) 

A 1-ma 

(80) 

(81) 

where V ds% is measured with a standard diffuse reflectance plate of known reflectance ~ and using 

collimaled incident light. V ds is the voltage measured with the reflectance plate of known reflectance (~ 

0.73 in our measurements), V refptate the voltage measured with another standard reflectance plate (0.99 

in our case) and Vno ds,O = Vno refplate,O is the background signal. The speculary reflecled light (Re) 

is assumed lost through the entrance port. Also the diffuse reflectance of collimaled incident light of 

the standard (Re<ta> and diffuse reflectance of diffuse incident light ~ are assumed identical (these 

have been measured as identical to within 0.02 (Pickering 1992 1993). 

Our technique is to measure with a lock-in-amplifier and a chopped irradiance. This eliminates any 

background signal due to extraneous light sources. Therefore, the measurement of V 0, the background 

signal, in each of the spheres is made whilst the light souree is on and no sample is present. Because of 

poor collimation of the light souree some of the collimaled light may be incident on the transmittance 

sphere wall rather than exiting the port through which the collimaled signal is measured and some light 

may be incident on the sphere wall of the reflectance sphere. However, in the presence of a sample this 

unwanted signal (or poor collimation noise) will be reduced due to the absorbance and scattering of the 

sample. To correct for the unwanled signal we must calculate the exchange of light between the spheres 

due to poor collimation. Redefme V% as 

V sample - V dark 
V%=----

V refplate - V dark 

(82) 

where V dark is the signal measured with the light souree blocked. By measuring with a loek-in, V dark is 

essentially zero. The V% in the reflectance sphere is indicaled bere as V r%• and the V% in the 

transmittance sphere is indicaled bere as Vt%· Both V r% and Vt% may then be correcled for the poor 

collimation noise (pen) to get 

(83) 

and 

(84) 
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where all measurements are given relative to the reference plate measurement and V r%,pcn is measured with 

the reflectance sphere in position without the transmittance sphere, and vt%,pen with. the transmittance 

sphere in position without the reflectance sphere. The correction factors F 1 to F 4 account for the 

exchange of light between the spheres through the sample. The noise signal in each sphere may be 

considered as due to diffuse light sourees and therefore the correction factors may be determined by 

considering that the sample bas been illuminated in the reflectance sphere with a relative power V r%,pen 

and in the transmittance sphere with a relative power of Tc Vt%, pen· The factor Tc is included because 

the unscattered light contributing to the noise in the transmittance sphere will have been attenuated 

through scattering and absorption by the sample. For the corrections arising from the noise in the 

reflection sphere we use the equation for the exchange of light between the two spheres and for diffuse 

irradiance (equations 62 and 63). We get : 

P d,single spherc, pen V no sample 
------ = y___ = ----p ~ ..... pen V 

pen ~~~~ 

and 

p d, double spherc,pcn = X p pen 

X=--------
(1-b2Rd)(l-b;Rd)-b2b; 'f3 

where X represents the exchange of light between the spheres (equation 62). 

By substituting P pen of equation (85) in equation (86) we obtain 

. P d,single spherc, pen 
P d, double spherc,pen = • X 

vr%,pen 

Dividing the left and right sides of this equation by P pen gives 

P d,double spherc, pen 
v%,pen = ------

Ppen 

P d,single spherc, pen 
= • x= 

p pen • Vr%,pen 

x 
vr%,pcn • -------

p d,single sphere, pen /P pen 
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Where P d,single sphere,pcn /P pen is the right side of equatation (36) divided by P. Substituting this and 

the equation for the exchange gives F1 as given below. 

With the use of equation (63) F2 can be determined in a similar way. The souree is then being attenuated 

by a factor of Tc because of the sample in-between. Correction factors arising from the noise in the 

transmittance sphere may be calculated in a similar manner giving 

(1-b2Ai)(l-b2t~) 
Fl = --------- (90) 

(91) 

(1-b~ 
(92) 

F4 = --------
(1-b2tRd)( 1-b~d)-b21b2r 'fä 

(93) 
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2.2.3 ADDING DOUBLING. 

To obtain the tbree parameters, J.la• J.18 and g, which describe the optical properties of a sample derived 

from the measurements within the two integrating spheres and the collimated transmission, an iterative 

method is used. A computer program executing such a method has been produced by S.A. Prahl (Prahl1988). 

This program is called the inverse adding-doubling method. The program makes use of the adding-doubling 

method, ftrSt described by van de Hulst (van de Hulst 1980). 

Adding-doubling is a salution for the radiative transport equation [(equation (20)] in a slab geometry. 

It is applicable for both collimated and diffuse light and allows any value of g. Adding doubling can 

allow Presnel boundary conditions and arbitrarily thick samples (Pickering 1992). 

Adding doubling uses a thin layer that bas on average one scatterer (a single scattering layer) and known 

optical properties. The reflectance (R) and transminanee (T) of this layer are calculated as a function 

of the exit angle (Pickering 1992). This layer is then added to another layer with the same optical 

properties and the same R and T. The new R and Tof both layers tagether are calculated (van de Hulst 

1980). This process is repeated until the desired thickness (sample thickness) is reached. After this 

calculation the reflection and transmission of the sample are known. (For further details see 

Pickering 1992, Prahl 1988, and van de Hulst 1980). 

So the adding doubling method calculates the reflection and transmission for a slab whose optical 

properties are known. However, to calculate the optical properties from reflection and transmission 

measurements an inverse, iterative process must be used (the inverse adding doubling-method). The concept 

of the inverse method is 

• 1. Start with a guess of J.la• J.18 and g and calculate R and T 

• 2. Calculate what V% for the reflection, transmission and collimated 

transmission are 

• 3. Compare the measured V% and the calculated V% 

• 4. Make a new (intelligent) guess of J.La. J.1
8 

and g 

• 5. repeat steps 2-4 until the calculated and measured values are (almost) equal. 

The phase function (equation (15)) that is used in the inverse adding-doubling method is the Henyey

Greenstein phase function (Wieringen 1990). 

1 1-g2 
p(cos(cjl)) = -------

47t [l+g2-2gcos(cp)]312 
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Along with the measured parameters (the reflection, the diffuse transmission and the collimated 

transmission) some other parameters must be known. These parameters include the sphere constants and the 

index of refraction of the slides of the sample holder and of the sample (to enable Presnel reflections 

at the slide/air and slide/tissue interface to be taken into account). Forther parameters are whether or 

not the specular reflection escapes the sphere and the number of fluxes to be used in the adding

doubling. These fluxes are bundies of light incident on the sample from given directions (rather than 

consiclering a continuurn of light incident from all directions). More fluxes yield higher accuracy of the 

calculated reflection and transmission. The time required for the calculations increases with the third 

power of the number of fluxes. Usually four fluxes is sufficiently accurate (van Wieringen 1990). 
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3 PROTEIN DENATURATION 

Protein denaturation describes any process that results in a change in the three-dimensional structure 

from the native conformation tosome other conformation (Chang 1981). By native conformation we mean the 

conformation of the protein in its normal, physiological state. Strictly speaking, the native state of a 

protein is found in vivo, for example the conformation it possesses in a cell. Since it is impossible to 

isolate a protein without changing its environment somewhat, it may be true that any protein in vitro has 

undergone some degree of change. 

In principle a protein has many possible conformations. In one extreme, the native state; the protein 

possesses the maximum number of noncovalent interactions and disulfide linkages (Chang 1981 ). In the 

other extreme, the completely denatured state, most of the noncovalent interactions and disulfide honds 

and hydrogen honds are broken and the molecule has the shape of a random coil. Depending on the type of 

protein and other conditions, there may also be other intermediale conformations. A possible change from 

native state to the denatured state is shown in figure 13. 

95 ~ 

(~\ ,' \ -- ~; 40 

,;c ~ 65 
110, 'IS (__) HS 

\ 72 ,, 
--124 

Fig. 13 Shape of a native protein and denatured protein 

Protein denaturation occurs in a number of ways. One of these ways is. heating the protein. To describe 

the process of denaturation by heating two theories have been developed. The damage theory describes the 

denaturation process as a first order kinetic reaction in which the protein can be in two states only, 

the native state and the denatured state. The transitional state theory describes the denaturation by use 

of thermodynamic quantities and with the use of a non detectable state, the transitional state. The main 

advantage of the transitional state theory is that it relates kinetics to thermodynamic properties of the 

reactants and a transitional intermediate. This maybe helpfull to understand some of the factors that 

influences rates. The entropy of activation characterizes the change in configurations of the reactants. 

As proteins we made use of Egg white and Egg Yolk. This was done because they are easily available, 

comparison with earlier damage studies was possible (Yang et a/1991), and for Egg white a single type of 
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protein is present, while for Egg Y olk more different types of proteins are present, so differences may 

be seen. The protein in Egg white, albumen, camprises in the native state 10.2 %of the volume. 88.1 ~is 

water and 0.05 % is fat (Pickering 1992). Albumen is also present in blood (Florkin 1963) which makes 

this protein all the more interesting for the case of laser treatmenL AB the native molecules are water 

soluble, they do not cause light scattering. AB the protein unfolds, denatures, it precipitates out of 

the solution, and starts to scatter, observed by the whitening of the Egg white. A1so a second process 

can occur, the aggregation of denatured molecules. This also changes the scattering (Pickering 1992). 

Egg Yolk is a multi-molecular medium with more than one type of protein. It is comprised of fat 33%, 

proteins 16.7% and water 48.1% (Pickering 1992). 
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3.1 DAMAGE THEORY 

All chemical reactions take place at a certain rate (Glasstone 1940). Consider the generalized reaction 

aA + bB -7 cC + dO (95) 

where A represents the type of molecule, and a the number of molecules of type A needed for this 

reaction, B represents another different molecule, and b the number of molecules needed for this 

reaction. Similar definitions are valid for c, C · and d, D. 

The rate of areaction is now expressed as (Barrow 1979) 

1 d[C] 1 d[D] 1 d[A] 1 d[B] 
Rate of reaction = - -- = - -- = - - -- = - - -- (96) 

c dt d dt a dt b dt 

where [X] indicates the concentration in [mol/liter] of the molecule X. 

It is found that a large number of reactions have rates that, at a given temperature, are proportional to 

the concentration of one or two of the reactants, with each reactant raised to a small integral power 

(Barrow 1979). 

Rate = k [A] 

Rate = k [A]2 or k [A][B] 

first order 

second order 

(97) 

(98) 

The rate of a reaction is dependent upon temperature and concentration. For a first order reaction the 

rate is directly proportional to the concentration of the reacting substance, so 

d[A] 
- - = k(T) • [A] 

dt 
(99) 

where [A] is the concentration of the reacting substance [mol/liter] and k is the rate parameter [s- 1]. A 

common example of this type of process is the radioactive decay of a nuclei (Bottger 1990). 

The damage function O(t) is used in many articles (Priebe et all 1977, Henriques 1947, Chia-Lun Hu, 

Jacques et all 1991 ). A derivation of the damage function O(t) is given below. In this denvation it is 

assumed that damage is caused by denaturation of many identical molecules (one kind of protein). 

The concentration of protein has two components : 
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(100) 

where [Pol = initia! protein concentration [mol/liter], [P0 ] =native protein concentration/not denatured 

[mol/liter] and [Pdl = denatured protein concentration [mol/liter]. 

The damage function O'(t) is now defmed as the ratio of the denatured proteins and the total amount of 

proteins 

So if n· = 1 : All the proteins are fully denatured; if n· = 0 : All the proteins are still active. 

With the use of the rate function (99) we write 

d[Po] 
- = - k(T(t)) • [P ] 

dt 
0 

where k(T(t)) is the rate parameter [s-1] which is a function of T(t), which is the temperature as a 

function of time. 

This differential equation is rearranged to 

1 
- d [P 0 ] = -k(T(t)) dt 
[Po] 

(101) 

(102) 

(103) 

which can be integrated directly. Since initially (at t=O) the concentration of P0 is P0 and at a latter 

time (t) is P 0 , we write 

J
P0 ] 1 t 

- d[P 0 '] = - J k(T(t')) dt' 
[Pol [Po'l 0 

so 

t 

-J k(T(t')) dt' 

[Po] = [Pol e 0 

By substituting equation (100) written as [P0 ] = [Pol - [Pd] into equation (105) we obtain, using 

equation (101) 
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[Pd] { t } 
O'(t) = - = 1 - exp J-k(T(t'))dt' • 

[Po] 0 
(106) 

Which describes damage (Bottger 1990) as a function of time and temperature. 

Observations by Arrhenius (Giasstone 1941) showed that for most chemica! reactions there exists a 

logarithmic relation between the rate parameter and the reciprocal of temperature (in Kelvin). 

ln k(T(t)) = - Ba/RT(t) + ln A (107) 

where k(T) = rate parameter [s-1], 

Ba = activation energy [J mol-1], 

R = gas constant [J mol·1 K-1], 

T(t) = temperature [K] and 

A = constant [s-1]. 

This can be rewritten to give 

k(T(t)) = A exp (·Ba I RT(t)) (108) 

Ba 
If k is known as a function of T, a plot of ln(k(T)) versus l{f will give a straight line with slope - -

R 

and intercept lnA. Equation (108) is a purely chemica! relation descrihing many chemica! and complex 

biologica! processes (see appendix H). 

Substitution of equation (108) in equation (106) gives 

O'(t) = 1 - exp(-O(t)) (109) 

where 

t t 

O(t) = J k(T(t')) dt' =JA exp (-Ba!RT(t')) dt' (110) 

0 0 

n represents the damage function as used in many articles (Priebe et al 1977, Henriques 1947, Chia-Lun 

Hu, ). The 0' is the damage function introduced in (Bottger 1990) 

The damage function (109,110) is based on the assumption that a single damage process is active, which 

may not hold in the general case where multiple simultaneous processes occur. Still the model can be used 

if the damage process under study bas different basic mechanisms and threshold temperatures and can 
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therefore be considered thermodynamically independent However if this function is used for a medium of 

mixed molecules (Priebe et a/1977, Posthumus 1992) with dependent mechanisms then this function must be 

seen as an empirical damage function with an empirical rate process. 

When n = 0 then all the protein is active. With the use of equation (109) we see that when n = 1 63.2% of 

the protein is denatured (compare with n· = 1 where 100% of the proteins have denatured). 

The characteristic behaviour of the kinetic model is that below a threshold temperature (the critical 

temperature) the rate of damage accumulation is negligible, and it substantially increases when this 

threshold temperature is exceeded. This critical temperature is defmed as the temperature at which dO/dt 

equals one per second. Therefore, from equation (110) the critical temperature is defmed as 

Ba 
T· ---

cru- Rln(A) 
(111) 
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3.2 TRANSITIONAL STATE THEORY 

In the transitional state theory denaturation is represented by a three level reaction (Glasstone 1940, 

Glasstone 1941, Atkins 1986). This is presented in figure 14. P n represents the original state of the 

protein, P n * is the activated state, and P d the denatured state. Normally the activated state exists for 

a relatively short time. The free enthalpy, or free energy of activation, G, is defined as 

G=H-TS (112) 

where H is the enthalpy [J moi-1], 

S is the entropy [J moi-1 K-1] and 

T is the temperature[K]. 

Initially P n is present, and there is a certain value of the free energy of activation G. As the reaction 

proceeds due to an increase in temperature, thermal energy is transformed into vibration energy in a 

(pseudo) bond of one of the native proteins. G goes to a maximum (where AG* is the difference in G 

between this transitional state and the native state) falls as this bond is broken, and then reaches a 

value characteristic of the products (where AG is the difference in G between the transitional state and 

this denatured state). 

G 

reaction coordinate 

Fig. 14 G as a function of reaction coordinates. 

In the transition state theory we can rewrite the elementary reaction 

(113) 

as 

(114) 
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which can also be written as 

k* 
P ~ P* andP*~p 

n T ~r! d -1 -J. 
(115) 

With P n * the transition state between the reacting molecules. It is assumed that the reactions are in 

rapid equilibrium (Bottger 1990, Glasstone 1940) with the transition state Pn*• so the time to reach the 

transition state can be negleeteel compared with the time to fall from the transition state to the end 

products. Since in most cases AG* <<AG (Pearce 1993) (see figure 14) the reaction from Pd to Pn* can be 

neglected. So the initial rate of reaction to form products P d out of the initial molecules P 0 is then : 

d[Pd] 
-- = k2 [P *] 

dt 
0 (116) 

where k2 is the reaction rate [s-1] and 

[P0 *] is the concentration P
0
* [moii-1] 

The transitional state is considered to be in equilibrium with the reactants. This is expressed by an 

equilibrium constant of activation (see appendix B, equation B5) 

(117) 

and an associated free energy of activation (Atkins 1986) 

AG* = - RTinK* 2 (118) 

* lP0 lf[Pol 
1 to be totally correct one has to write AG* = - RT lnK, where K = and lPol = 1 [mol/1]. 

lPnlllPol 

For a first order reaction K* = K. 
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So 

-L\0* [Pn*l 
K* = exp(- ) = --

RT [P0 ] 

where L\G* is the free energy of activation [J mot-1], 

R is the Boltzman gas constant = 8.3143 J mot·1 K-1 and 

T is the temperature [K]. 

At constant temperature (Gijsman 1988) 

L\G* = MI*-TL\S* 

where L\H*: activation enthalpy [J mol-1] 

L\S*: activation entropy [J mol-1 K·1] 

Substitution of equation (120) into (119) gives 

L\H* L\S* 
K* = exp (--)exp(-) 

RT R 

(119) 

(120) 

(121) 

The transition state is at or near the top of the barrier L\G and therefore not a stabie one; hence it is 

thought that P 0 * is held together only by a very weak bond. This bond is so weak that it dissociates 

during the first vibration (Atkins 1986). This vibration energy is supposedly low enough to equate to its 

classical value 

hv =kt, T 

where h is Planck constant = 6.6262 1034 [J s], v is the vibration frequency [s-1] and kt, is the 

Boltzman constant = 1.3807 lQ-23 [J K-1]. 

We can now solve the frequency v of the vibration and hence the dissociated rate constant thus : 

kt,T 
V=-=~ 

h 

The rate of reaction can now be expressed as 

d[Pd] kt,T kt,T 
- = tr! [P *] = - [P *] = - K* [P ] = k [P ] 

dt ~n h n h n n 
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with 

kbT ~T * 
k = - K = - exp (-.1.0 IRT) 

h h 
(125) 

This al1ows the calcu1ation of the free energy of activation .1.0* from a measured rate constant. So the 

total reaction rate is equal to 

~T 
k(T) = - exp (-MI* /RT)exp(.1.S* /R) 

h 
(126) 

The equilibrium constant is only dependent upon the concentration [P nl and [P n *] and the reaction from P~ 

to P d is only dependent upon the concentration [P~]. So the reaction from P n * to P d can also be seen as a 

statistica! process. The probability for the reaction from [P n *] to [P dl (the number of particles per 

second) is equal to 

~T 
probability = - = ki 

h 

The rate of reaction can now be expressed as 

* probability * [P n *] = probability • K [P nl 

This is equivalent to equation (126). 

Taking the logarithm of equation (126) we obtain 

~ .1.H* .1.S* 
ln(k(T)fn = 1n - - - + -

h RT R 

(127) 

(128) 

(129) 

1 • 
So a plot of ln(k(T)fn against - gives a slope of -.1.H* IR and offset of .1.S IR + 1n ~/h). With (126) the 

T 

damage integral becomes of the fonn 
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t kt, T áS* -áH* 
n'(t) = 1 - exp - r --exp(-)exp(--) dt' b h R RT(t') 

(130) 

Cernparing with the damage theory 

t -E • I a n (t) = 1 - exp -A exp (--) dt' 
RT(t') 

0 

(131) 

Since these theory's are descrihing the same chemical process, a ftrSt order overall chemical reaction, 

they should give the same result for k. It cao be shown that (Pearce 1993) 

(132) 
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4 THE USE OF OPI'ICS TO QUANTIFY THERMAL DAMAGE 

4.1 MODEL OF J.18 AS A FUNCTION OF TIME FOR NON SCATTERING NATIVE PROTEINS 

Suppose that the original protein P n does not scatter and the denatured protein P d does scatter. The 

scattering coefficient ).18 is equal to the total amount of particles per unit volume multiplied by the 

scattering cross section. That is 

where Ndenatured(t) is the amount of denatured particles per unit volume [m-3], 

Csca,denatured is the cross section of the denatured proteins in [m2] and 

(133) 

D is a constant due to scattering of non proteins [m-2] (assumed not to change due to heating) 

From equations (101) and (106) from damage theory (section 3.1) we find that 

Ndenatured(t) =[Po) • NA' {1-exp(-O(t))} 

where NA' is Avogadro's constant multiplied by thousand (1000 • NA) and 

[P o1 is the initia! concentration of the protein P n· 

Substitution of this in equation (133) gives 

ll,(t) = E { 1 - exp(-!l(t)) } + D 

This can be rewritten as 

t -E 
J.18{t) = C1 - C2 exp(·AJ{exp(-

8

-)dt 'h 
RT(t) J' 

0 

where C1 = E + D and C2 = E 
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There are now two limiting cases : 

and 

Li m J.18(t) = C1 
t~CXI 

Therefore the constants C1 and ~ can be derived from experimental results. 
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4.2 MODEL OF J1s AS A FUNCTION OF TIME FOR SCA'ITERING NATIVE PROTEINS 

Suppose now that the native protein, indicated here as n also scatters with scattering cross section 

Csca,n and the denatured protein scatters with scattering cross section Csca,d· This gives the following 

equation for Jls(t): 

where Nd(t) is the amount of denatured particles per unit volume [m-3], 

Csca,d is the cross section of the denatured protein in [m2] and 

Nn(t) is the amount of native/Dot denatured particles per unit volume [m-3], 

Csca,n is the cross section of the native/Dot denatured proteins in [m2] and 

D is a constant due to scattering of non proteins/ particles not altered during heating. 

From equations (101) and (106) we find that 

Substitution of these equations in equation (140) gives 

Jl8(t) = [Po) NA' { 1-exp(-Q(t))} Csca,d +NA' [P0] exp(-Q(t))Csca,n + D 

rearrangement of this equation gives 

Jl8(t) = Q + W exp(-O(T(t))) 

There are now two limiting cases : 

and 

Li m Jl8(t) = Q 
t-700 

Lim Jl8(t) = Q + W 
t-70 

(140) 

(141) 

(142) 

(143) 

(144) 

(145) 

(146) 

The constants Q and W can now be derived from experimental results. Equation (W'{) is exactly the same 
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equation as equation (137) although the constants have other meanings. 

By defming ~J.L8(t) as 

and 

it can be shown that (see appendix B) 

t 
~f.Ls(t) 
-- = 1 - exp(-O(t)) = 1 - exp J-A eRT(t)dt 
~f.Ls,max O 

At constant temperature becomes 

~f.Ls(t) = ~f.Ls.max { 1 - exp(-kt) } 

(147) 

(148) 

(149) 

(150) 

Measuring J.L8 as a function of time we can determine ~f.Ls,max and the rate constant k by a least squares 

fit. 
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5. EXPERIMENT AL SET-UPS 

5.1 EXPERIMENTALSET-UP SINGLE SCATTERING 

An experimental technique is described to evaluate the thermal coagulation of a sample. A pulsed (1-20 

Hz) Nd:Y AG laser (1064 nm) is used to illuminate the sample (see figure 15). The transient light 

intensity transmitted through the sample, collimated by a set of apertmes and a positive lens, is 

detected by a Germanium diode and recorded using a computer controlled data acquisition system. The input 

pulse intensity is also collected. Numerical integration of the laser pulse intensity yields the 

transmission of the sample when compared to data from an empty sample holder. 

Water 
Circulotor 

Fig. 15 Experimental setup for attenuation measurement during thermal coagulation. 

A temperature controlled water circulator ensures a known and stabie heating temperature. Details of the 

sample holder and water bath are shown in figure 16. The tissue sample is placed between two microscope 

cover slides of thickness 100 J1II1 held apart by a spaeer of thickness 120 J1II1. This sandwich is placed in a 

perspex holder (30 mm x 30 mm x 10 mm) containing channels allowing water to flow over the glass 

surfaces. The thickness of the sample and glass cover slides was chosen to be small for two reasons: 

• To avoid multiple light scattering in the sample 

• To make the thermal time constant of the sandwich low enough to rapidly achieve 

thermal equilibrium tbrooghout the slab after immersion in the water bath. 

According to Essenpreis 1992 the thermal time constant was (theoretically) found to be approximately 20 

ms. 

Water is constantly pumped through the water bath by a temperature controlled circulator (figure 16 a). 

At the beginning of the measurement the sample holder is pushed rapidly into the water bath (the water 

bath is at thermal equilibrium by this time). The water can only start to flow over the sample once the 
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sample holder is located in its fmal position in the water bath. Due to the low thermal capacity of the 

sample sandwich, the surface temperature can be assumed to be constant and equal to the temperature of 

the circulating water. 

The intensity of the transmitted light can now be measured as a function of time and constant 

temperature. By making use of equation (11) à~ can be measured and by making use of equation (150) k may 

be determined. 

Sompil ,i1J 
Holder m.l.' 

Wo ter 
flo• in 

(a) 

Loser 
Boom 

I 
Spoeer 
125um 

(b) 

Fig. 16 Sample holder with water bath (a) and cross section of sample (b). 

The principle underlying the technique is a measurement of the optical attenuation of an thermally and 

optically thin sample during thermal denaturation. It is assumed that the change in scattering 

coefficient of the samples during coagulation causes the attenuation to change and this effect may be 

used as a marker of thermal damage. 



5.2 EXPERIMENT AL SETUP WITH INTEGRATING SPHERES 

To determine the optica! properties of the slowly heated sample the experimental set-up as indicated in 

figure 17 is used. 

wire 

Fibre 
j 

~~-;----=:=-.,' I 
Tube T f 
with 

Pin Holes 

---- I._ r - - - - - - ~ I wires tvires 

I 

L 
wires. --

r--------~ I I r------------r-------------------~ I 

L.! -_-r--- ock-in amplifier LAl -I .__L ___ 
'""ock-in amplifier LA~ -

I 
-ï--1 I computer 

L. - - -loek-in amplifier LA 
'------....J- .J 

.J 

I = sample holder 

Fig. 17 Bxperimental set-up 

with 

LS : Broad band Lightsouree S: Spectrometer/Monochromator MD : Minidrive CH : Chopper 

IS 1,2 : lntegrating sphere 1,2 T : Tube with pinholes 

PM 1,2,3: Photomultiplier 1,2,3 LA 1,2,3 : Lock-in amplifiers 1,2,3 

See appendix C for manufactures detail's. 

Light from the light souree LS, a broad band radiation source, enters a spectrometer (monochromator) S. 

Only light with a pre-determined wavelength (± 10 nm) leaves the spectrometer. The wavelength of the 

light can be selected with the use of the Minidrive 2 MD. Using lenses the light is approximately 

collimated with an approximate 7 mm diameter spot on the sample. Before the light enters the integrating 

spheres it is chopped by the chopper CH. A port at the rear of the second sphere allows the escape of the 

collimated (unscattered) light from the sample to be detected at a distance of approximately 100 cm. This 

distance has been determined, using scattering tissue phantoms (lntralipid-10%), as sufficient enough to 
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avoid any significant contribution to the signa! from scattered light (Pickering 1992). To ensure that 

the third detector detects collimated light only (rather than small angle scattered light) there are two 

pinholes in the tube T (1 mm diameter). AB a detector we used a fibre optie with a diameter of 600 J.Lill. 

This fibre is attached to a photomultiplier PM3. The light in each sphere (IS1, IS2) was detected at the 

wall of the spheres using similar fibres and connected to photomultipliers (PM1, PM2). The signals from 

the three photomultipliers, as well as the chopper signa!, go to the lock-in amplifiers LA1,2,3. The use 

of a chopped beam and lock-in amplifiers minimizes noise by enabling the subtraction of background light 

(Introduction to Lock-in Amplifiers). The integrating spheres have a radius of 7.617 cm and the sample 

port a radius of 15.75 mm. Such a large radius port (and hence large radius sample) is required to 

prevent the substantial loss of light from the edges of the sample between the spheres due to the 

(lateral) scattering of light within the sample (Pickering et al 1992, van Wieringen 1991). 

The temperature of the sample is measured with a thermocouple of 60 J.lill diameter. This thermocouple is 

connected to a thermocouple amplifier (I'CA). The signa! is sent to the analog digital converter (ADC). 

The three Voltages from the lock-in amplifiers as well as the voltage from the ADC are connected to a 

computer by use of an IEEE interface. A self-made computer program (Appendix H) measures automatically as 

a function of time, the three voltages as well as the temperature of the sample. 

The sample is placed between two glass slides (figure 18). On one side of each glass slide (the one which 

is not in contact with the sample) a thin layer of tin oxide is attached. A current can be applied 

resulting in heating of the glass. An advantage of this way of heating is the homogeneaus temperature 

distribution over the glass surface. 

130mm 

conductor 
ring :.:. silicon ::::. I 

Fig. 18 The glass sample bolder, in open situation. 

including the silicon ring and sample. 

50mm 

The sample was surrounded by a silicon ring (spacer). This silicon ring kept the sample in position 

between the two glass slides and prevented fluid loss. The thermocouple is always placed at the same 

distance (2.5 mm) from the centre of the collimated incident light beam. This is done by a technique 

developed by Paul Posthumus (Posthumus 1992). The glass slides were kept tagether with two clamps. 
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With the reflectance, diffuse and collimaled transmittance, and thickness of the sample the optical 

properties can be determined. We have utilized the inverse adding-doubling method as described in section 

2.2.3 (Prahl 1992). 
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5.3 TRANSMISSION ELECfRON MICROSCOPY 

In order to see what happens with the molecules during heating of the proteins we have used transmission 

electron microscopy (lterson et al 1982, Schellens). With the use of the experimental set-up described in 

section 5.1 we have heated the protein and determined the optica! properties of the sample. After this 

heating the sample bas been investigated by electron microscopy to study the changes of the protein 

structures. More details on techniques and preparatien of the sample are presented in appendix F. 

The following characteristics of the molecules have been determined : 

• area : area of the structures on the 1EM picture 

• dmax : maximum diameter of the structures on the TEM picture 

• deirele : diameter of an equivalent circle for a measured area. 

• V sphere : volume of a structure based on its equivalent circle diameter (equivalent sphere). 

A new characteristic is introduced, L\circle, which is defmed as 

dmax-Dcircle 
ilcircle = • 100 (TEM) 

Deirele 

If ilcircle is equal to zero, the shape of the protein is exactly a circle. The higher the value of 

ilcircle, the more the actual shape deviates from a circle. 
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6 RESULTS 

6.1 RESULTS EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP SINGLE SCATTERING 

6.1.1 EGG WHITE 

In figure 19 (a) the intensity as a function of time is given for egg white heated at 82.0 oe as 

described in section 5.1. This is a typical example of the experimental results. Figure 19 (b) gives the 

scattering coefficient as calculated using equation (02). 

1 I(t) 
J.lt(t) = - - 1n (-) 

d Io 

Figure 19 (c) shows AJ.ls as a function of time calculated from equation (11) 

1 I(t) 
AJ.lt(t) = - - ln(--) 

d l(O) 

and the least squares fit using equation (150) 

AJ.L8 = AJ.I.s,max { 1 - exp( -kt) } 

delennines values for both k and Alls,max· 

(02) 

(11) 

(150) 

In table 1 AJ.ls,max and k are given for all 54 experiments. Por some of the experiments two values of 

AJ.Ls,max and k are given. In these cases the fust value corresponds to a fit based on the results of the 

early time results of the experiment, until it was observed (visually) that the fit diverged from the 

data. The second value is then based on using the entire data (compare figure 20 (a) and 20 (b)). A "-" 

sign indicates that this measurement has not been taken into account by the determination of the average 

values (see appendix K). 

Figure 20 (c) indicates that it is sometimes possible to make a better fit, using the entire data, by 

using two values of AJ.ls and k in the equation 

(151) 

Table 2 contains AJ.ls,maxl• k1, AJ.L8,max2 and ~ according to these fits. Appendix K summarizes AJ.L8 as a 

function of time for all the experiments and shows all the fits that were attempted. In figure 20 (d) the 

fit is given according to the equation 
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ÄJ.Ls(t) = ÄJ.ls,max{ 1 - exp(-kt) } + ÄJ.l.s,max2{ 1 - exp(-k2t') } 

t' = (t-1/kl) ; t' ~ 0 

(152a) 

(152b) 

where ÄJ.ls,max and k are the values determined by the short time data fit of equation (150) and ÄJ.1s,max2 

and ~ are determined by a fit of (figure 20 (e)) 

ÄJ.18(t) - ÄJ.l.s,max{ 1 - exp(-kt) } = ÄJ.Ls,max2{ 1 - exp(-~t') } 

fort' i!: 0 

(153a) 

(153b) 

In this case we incorporated a "delay time" 1~ between the two different rate process mechanisms. This 

fit is only attempted for temperatures above SOOC. Table 3 contains the values obtained for this fit. 
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Fig. 19 (a) Intensity I as a tunetion of time. (b) J.1a as a tunetion of time. 

(c) ÄJ.18 as a tunetion of time. All plots are for ew8212. À= 106'1 tlm • 
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average average average average 
Temp Exp nr ÄJ.I.s,max k ÄJ.I.s,max k ÄJ.I.s,max k ÄIJ.s,max k 

1o3 1o3 1o3 1o3 
oe m-1 sec-1 m-1 sec-1 m-1 sec-1 m-1 sec-1 

60.0 ew6011 0.65 0.0028 1.1 ± 0.7 0.008 ± 0.008 
60.0 ew6012 1.63 0.014 

62.5 ew6210 1.46 0.0043 1.5 ± 0.1 0.006 ± 0.003 1.80 0.0031 1.4 ± 0.5 0.004 ± 0.002 
62.5 ew6211 1.62 0.0083 1.05 0.0053 

65.0 ew6510 1.47 0.0199 1.6 ± 0.1 0.017 ± 0.004 1.66 0.0140 1.7 0.014 
- 65.0 ew6511 0.37 0.4744 

65.0 ew6512 1.63 0.0149 

- 67.5 ew6710 0.88 0.7147 1.4 ± 0.4 0.04 ± 0.01 
67.5 ew6714 1.91 0.0467 2.09 0.0361 1.5 ± 0.4 0.0338 ± 0.006 
67.5 ew6715 0.92 0.0351 1.36 0.0246 
67.5 ew6716 1.41 0.0482 1.53 0.0371 
67.5 ew6717 1.48 0.0554 1.63 0.0411 
67.5 ew6718 1.05 0.0325 1.09 0.0300 

70.0 ew7010 1.07 0.095 1.15 ± 0.08 0.11 ± 0.01 0.97 0.116 1.2 ± 0.2 0.10 ± 0.01 
- 70.0 ew7011 1.08 0.301 1.33 0.089 

70.0 ew7012 1.21 0.131 1.28 0.111 
- 70.0 ew7013 0.25 0.293 

70.0 ew7015 1.10 0.113 1.19 0.0959 
70.0 ew7016 1.23 0.115 

- 70.0 ew7017 3.62 0.032 

71.0 ew7111 1.44 0.21 1.39 ± 0.06 0.19 ± 0.04 1.74 0.123 1.6 ± 0.2 0.16 ± 0.05 
71.0 ew7112 1.32 0.15 
71.0 ew7114 1.40 0.21 1.48 0.189 

73.5 ew7310 1.27 0.238 1.3 ± 0.1 0.26 ± 0.02 
73.5 ew7311 1.17 0.290 
73.5 ew7313 1.16 0.243 
73.5 ew7314 1.42 0.275 

75.5 ew7510 0.55 0.154 0.8 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.1 0.60 0.13177 1.6 ± 1.3 0.06 ± 0.05 
- 75.5 ew7511 0.53 0.725 0.69- 0.29096 

75.5 ew7512 0.43 0.283 
75.5 ew7515 0.36 0.394 
75.5 ew7516 1.49 0.313 
75.5 ew7517 1.16 0.450 2.50 0.08507 

77.5 ew7710 1.63 0.110 1.2 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.2 2.50 0.059 2.5 ± 0.2 0.05 ± 0.03 
- 77.5 ew7711 0.82 0.112 2.23 0.018 

77.5 ew7712 0.99 0.374 2.68 0.033 
77.5 ew7713 1.04 0.552 2.43 0.0807 

Table 1. Values of ÄJ.I.s,max and k for all experiments, determined by a least squares fit according to 

equation (150). 
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average average average average 
Temp Expnr à~,max k àJ.ls,max k à~,max k àJ.ls,max k 

1()3 1o3 1()3 1()3 
oe m-1 sec·1 m·l sec-1 m-1 sec-1 m·l sec-1 

80.0 ew8010 1.88 0.334 1.9 0.3 3.35 0.103 3.4 0.10 

82.0 ew8210 2.31 0.313 2.8 ± 0.8 0.31 ± 0.01 2.85 0.178 3.3 ± 0.6 0.21 ± 0.05 
82.0 ew8212 3.38 0.300 3.70 0.244 

85.0 ew8510 1.92 0.464 1.92 0.5 1.88 0.474 1.9 0.5 

86.0 ew8612 3.76 0.846 3.9 ± 0.2 0.80 ± 0.07 4.96 0.50 4.5 ± 0.6 0.6 ± 0.1 
86.0 ew8613 3.99 0.745 4.10 0.69 

87.0 ew8710 3.39 0.832 3.7 ± 2.1 0.8 ± 0.1 4.88 0.25 4.7 ± 2 0.29 ± 0.1 
87.0 ew8712 0.95 0.765 1.45 0.22 
87.0 ew8713 5.84 0.998 8.30 0.21 
87.0 ew8714 4.56 0.636 4.54 0.43 

88.25 ew8810 4.80 1.747 3.9 ± 0.8 1.5 ± 0.2 5.22 1.30 49 ± 0.4 0.8 ± 0.5 
88.25 ew8811 3.37 1.379 5.09 0.26 
88.25 ew8812 3.39 1.467 4.45 0.93 

90.25 ew9010 3.57 1.635 3.2 ± 0.9 1.7 ± 0.1 4.39 0.69 4.2 ± 2 0.9 ± 0.5 
90.25 ew9011 2.85 1.735 3.07 1.35 
90.25 ew9012 2.16 1.551 2.29 1.29 
90.25 ew9013 4.41 1.834 6.96 0.24 

Table 1. V alues of à~,max and k for all experiments, determined by a least squares fit according to 

equation (150). 
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Fig. 20 ÄJ.1.8 as a function of time with (a) short time fit equation 150; 

70 

(b) entire data fit equation (150) (c) entire data fit equation (151). {d) entire data fit equation (152) 

(e) data fit of equation (153) and 

n 

X= L { ~J..Ls(lj)measured- ÄJ..Ls(lj}fitJ/(n-1) 

i = 1 
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average average average average 
Temp Expnr dJ.I.s,maxl kl dJ.I.s,maxl ~ dJ.ls,max2 kl dJ.I.s,max2 ~ 

1o3 1o3 1o3 1o3 
oe m-I sec-I m-I sec-I m-I sec-I m-I sec-I 

67.5 ew6714 1.60 0.05657 0.76 0.00622 1.60 0.057 0.76 0.0062 

70.0 ew7010 0.94 0.11930 0.34 0.00439 0.96 ± 0.03 0.3 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.08 0.003 ± 0.002 
70.0 ew7011 0.98 0.37275 0.46 0.00194 

73.5 ew7311 1.17 0.28962 1.05 0.0062 1.17 0.29 1.05 0.006 

15.5 ew7516 0.81 0.63710 0.77 0.13567 0.81 0.64 0.77 0.14 

77.0 ew7710 1.31 0.10852 2.40 0.01016 1.0 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.7 0.011 ± 0.002 
1.10 0.01542 3.44 0.00866 

77.0 ew7711 0.62 0.11012 1.83 0.01011 
ew7712 0.82 0.36454 2.07 0.01441 

1.24 0.12108 1.75 0.01066 

80.0 ew8010 1.24 0.57244 2.31 0.03186 1.2 0.57 2.31 0.03186 

82.0 ew8210 1.71 0.38857 1.34 0.06057 2.3 ± 0.9 0.3 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.6 
82.0 ew8212 2.96 0.17184 0.87 0.94492 

86.0 ew8612 3.66 0.83375 1.57 0.025920 3.7 0.8 1.6 0.026 

87.0 ew8710 2.91 0.94682 2.11 0.061982 2.9 ± 2.3 1.1 ± 0.4 2.0 ± 0.7 0.07 ± 0.05 
87.0 ew8712 0.47 1.69421 0.98 0.14929 
87.0 ew8713 6.06 0.81894 2.63 0.02343 
87.0 ew8714 2.15 0.80271 2.15 0.05568 

88.25 ew8810 4.14 2.1749 1.63 0.17239 3.5 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.06 
88.25 ew8811 3.06 1.5436 2.32 0.04565 
88.25 ew8812 3.29 1.82729 2.35 0.09675 

90.25 ew9010 3.31 1.8324 1.38 0.06291 3.0 ± 0.9 1.9 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 1 0.06 ± 0.03 
90.25 ew9011 2.63 1.94912 1.80 0.04148 
90.25 ew9012 1.99 1.74173 0.61 0.10304 
90.25 ew9013 4.15 1.9508 2.95 0.04521 

Table 2. Values of .6.J.I.s,maxt.ki• .6.J.1s,max2 and ~ for Ûle experiments, determined by a least square fit 

according to equation (151). 
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Temp Bxp nr ÄJ.ls,max k ÄJ.ls,max2 kz 
1o3 1o3 

oe m-1 sec·1 m-1 sec·1 

82.0 ew8210 2.31 0.313 1.34 0.017 

86.0 ew8612 3.76 0.846 1.58 0.031 

87.0 ew8710 3.39 0.832 1.96 0.028 
87.0 ew8712 0.95 0.765 0.51 0.105 
87.0 ew8713 5.84 0.998 2.81 0.027 

88.25 ew8811 3.37 1.379 2.29 0.031 
88.25 ew8812 3.39 1.467 1.83 0.14 

90.25 ew9010 3.57 1.64 1.26 0.033 
90.25 ew9013 4.41 1.83 2.71 0.039 

Table 3. Values for equation (152). 

Using equation (108) 

k(T(t)) = A exp (·Ba I RT(t)) (108) 

we can calculate A and Ba by platting ln[k(T)] versus 1{f. Figure 21 (a) uses k values calculated on the 

basis of the initial data to give A = 3.5 1()25 sec·1 and Ba = 42000 cal moi-1. Figure 21 (b) uses k 

values calculated on the basis of the entire data to give A = 7.3 1()21 sec·1 and Ba = 36400 cal mot·1• 

Similarly, H* and S* can be calculated from equation (126) 

kbT 
k(T) =- exp (-ÄH*/RT)exp(ÄS*/R) 

h 
(126) 

to give H* = 41000 cal mol-1, s* = 56 cal K-1 mol-1 and H* = 35560 cal mot-I, S* = 38 cal K-1 mol· 1 for 

using the initial respectively the entire data (see figure 21 (c) and 21 (d)). All values are given here 

in calorie because this is commonly used in articles (/or example Yang 1991) (1 cal = 4.184 Joule). 
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A= 3.5 10:5 ace·• 

Ea = 42000 cal mot·• 

I 

y =mO + mt•s 
mO: 58.803955068 
mi: -21138.031899 
r: 0. 9524352645 

_,.I 
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r: 0.95105867438 
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S* = 38 cal K 1 mor• 

(b) 

Fig. 21 Plot of In k versus T-1 for (a) initial data (b) entire data 

plot of In k(T) versus T-1 for (c) initia! data (d) entire data 
T 

y=m0+m1*x 
mO: 43.08186479 
ml: -17894.789649 
r: 0.89586826762 

I 

0.003 

In figure 22 (a) and 22 (b) a plot of AJls,max versus the temperature is given for the initia! data fit 

and entire data fit respectively. In figure 22 (c) and (d) A and Ba are determined for the initia! data 

fit, to give A = 1.3 1()38 sec-1 ; Ba = 61560 cal mol-I, and entire data fit, to give A = 1.02 1024 sec-1 

; Ba = 39900 cal mol-1, respectively. Only values of the temperature lower than 80 degrees are taken into 

account. In figure 22 (e) and (f) the values for H* and S* are determined, also for temperatures lower 

than 80 degrees and for the initial data fit, which gives H* = 60800 cal mol-1; s* = 113 cal K-1 mor1, 

and for the entire data fit, which gives H* = 54100 cal mol-1; s* = 92 cal K-1 mol-1, respectively. 
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Fig. 22 (a) .1.).1.8,max versus temperature for initial data fit (b) .1.~,max versus temperature for entire 

data fit (c) In (k) versus 1/1' for initial data fit (d) In (k) versus l{f for entire data fit (e) In 

(kiT) versus l{f for initial data fit and (t) In (k{f) versus l{f for entire data fit. 

6.1.2 EGG VOLK 

Measurements carried out with egg yolk and rat liver in single scattering experimental set-up are not 

presented in this report. They will be presented later. 
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6.2 RESULTS EXPERIMENTALSET-UP MULTIPLE SCATTERING 

6.2.1 EGG WlllTE 

In figures 23 (b) up to (d) a typical experimental result for the changes in the optical properties as a 

function of time for egg white is given. In fig 23 (a) the temperature is plotteel as a function of time. 
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Fig. 23 Changes in optical properties of egg white while being heated Egg SI. (a) Temperature as a 

function of time (b) lla as a function of time (c) J.18 as a function of time (d) anisotropy g as a 

function of time (e) ÄIJ.s as a function of time. All plots are for SI. 
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In tigure 23 (e) a plot of t1Jls is given as a function of time. Now l1J.Ls,max. A and Ba are calculated by a 

least squares fit. The least squares function is given by 

t 

l1J.1
8
(t) = AJ.I.s,max { 1 - exp J-A eRT(t')dt' } 

0 

A different least squares function which is also used (and which gave better fits) is 

-Ba2 
t t 

(149) 

AJ.I.s(t) = t1J.I.s,maxl { 1 - exp J-A1eR(t') dt' } + AJls,max2 { 1 - exp J-~e RT('t)dt' } (154) 

0 0 

This fit is also plotted in figure 23(e). In table 4a the values of l1J.1s,max• A and Ba are given. The 

values of AJ.I.s,maxl• A1, Bal• AJls,max2• ~ and Ba2 are given in table 4b. The plots of all these fits are 

given in appendix J. Por the temperature as a function of time the following fit function is used 

T(t) = (m2 - (m2 - To) * exp(-t/m1)) + 273.1 (155) 

The fit values for the temperature lunetion (equation 155) are given in table 4a too. 

The value of J.18 which are used in the plots for AJ.18 as a lunetion of time are corrected and set equal to 

zero for t ::s tcorrected· This is done because at small optical thickness adding doubling gives incorrect 

results. This is discussed in section 7 .1. The time tcorrected is given in table 4a. 

A '-' sign indicates that the data from this measurement has not been used for the least squares fit 

because no reasonable salution was found (see also appendix J for the plots). 
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Exp nr 

SA 

SB 
-SC 
-SD 

SB 

SF 
-SG 

SH 

SI 

SK 

SL 
-SAA 

Bxp nr 

SA 

SB 
-SC 
-SD 

SB 

SF 
-SG 

SH 

SI 

SK 
SL 

-SAA 

~~,max A Ba To ml m2 tcoaected Tcrit 

[cm-1] [sec-1] [cal mol-1] (OC] [sec] (OC] [sec] 

96.0 7.0 10S3 88100 23.8 253.3 78.7 240 

32.1 4.4 10S7 92225 24.2 274.0 63.6 600 
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -

93.9 2.7 lOSO 81604 23.9 252.1 70.5 450 

102.2 4.6 10S7 92381 24.2 308.0 75.6 370 
- - - - - - -

94.1 4.2 lOS' 91867 22.3 290.4 60.0 500 
78.3 3.5 10S7 92319 24.0 242.3 64.5 630 

70.3 3.8 lOS' 92168 23.0 270.7 63.9 680 

95.1 6.7 10S7 92094 24.0 282.0 74.6 385 
- - - - - - -

Table 4a. Values for least squares fit equation 149. 

A.= 580 nm for SA,SB,SC, SD and SAA 

A. = 480 nm for SB - SL 

L1~s,max1 Al Bal l1J.Ls,max2 A2 

oe 

84.5 
76.6 

80.6 
77.1 

75.4 
77.6 
76.8 
75.0 

Ea2 

[cm-1] [sec-1] [cal mol-1] [cm-1] [sec-1] [cal mol-1] 

lOS' 

59.3 2.7 10S7 95200 51.2 3.44 10S7 91600 

22.6 4.07 10S7 91854 11.0 4.2 lOS' 93889 
- - - - - -
- - - - - -

67.9 2.1 10S7 91704 39.6 1.0 10S6 93547 

91.0 3.3 lOS' 97070 64.3 2.6 lOS' 91303 
- - - - - -

87.0 4.1 lOS' 91806 31.5 4.3 10S7 93802 

69.7 5.2 10S7 92422 21.6 6.3 lOS' 94779 

70.3 3.9 10S7 92168 58.6 6.5 10S7 92288 

79.7 1.5 !OSS 87811 65.7 8.5 10S4 92291 
- - - - - -

Table 4b. Values for least squares fit of equation 154. 
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6.2.2 EGG VOLK 

In figure 24 the changes in the optical properties of egg yolk as it is heated are given. Only one 

measurement for egg yolk has been performed in the multiple scattering set-up. 
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Fig. 24 (a) temperature as a function of time (b) J.1a as a function of time (c) J.1a as a function of time 

(d) anisotropy g as a function of time. All are for egg yolk. 
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6.3 RESULTS TRANSMISSION ELECI'RON MICROSCOPY EGG WHITE 

In this section the results of the 1EM investigation of what happens during heating of the Egg white are 

presented. Four samples of Egg white were examined. The fust sample is unheated egg white, so no 

denaturation bas taken place. The second sample is the sample which bas been heated for 200 seconds . The 

third sample bas been heated for 750 seconds and the fourth sample bas been heated for 2500 seconds 

(these three temperature versus time measurements are indicated in tigure 25 (a)). The optical properties 

(J..L
8

, J..L
8 

and g) as a function of time during this heating are presented in the figures 25 (b),(c), and (d) 

respectively. 

The 1EM pictures of the four samples are presented in the figures 26 {a),(b),{c) and (d). Figure 26 {a) 

gives the Egg white unheated. Figure 26 (b) gives the Egg wbite after having been heated for 200 seconds. 

Figure 26 (c) for the 750 seconds heated Egg white and tigure 26 (d) for the sample that bas been heated 

for 2500 seconds. The magnification factor is the same in all cases. 
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Fig. 25 (a) Temperature as a function of time (b) tJa as a function of time 

(c) J.1s as a function of time (d) g as a function of time 

for the three heated samples: Sl: 200 sec S2: 750 sec S3: 2500 sec 
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Fig. 26 TEM pictures of heated egg white. 
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(a) unheated (b) 200 sec heated (c) 750 sec heated (d) 2500 sec heated. 

. 
• • 

The TEM pictures have also been investigated under stereoscopy and by planimetry. What can be seen under 

stereoscopie view and what is more difficult to see on the TEM pictures, is that first the proteins form 

in a sort of irregular spider's web. The proteins are like small threads. When the proteins are heated 

the spider's web breaks up and the proteins start to aggregate (this can also be seen on the TEM 

pictures). Small particles form which consist of aggregated proteins. 

By planimetry the four charactenstics (area, dcircle, Vsphere, dmax) of the aggregated particles have 

been determined. Only the particles that were no longer like threads have been taken into account. It was 

not possible to obtain results from planimetry for the proteins when they were like a thread. The values 

of the charactenstics are presented on the x-axis in categones (summarized in table 5) and on the y

axis as relative values of particles to the total amount of particles betonging to one sample (see figure 

27). Also average values and standard deviations are given for the sample. These are absolute values. 

categones used. 
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Fig. 27 Characteristic values of proteins. (Categories are defined in table 5). 

Category area in J.Ull2 Category deirele in J.Ull Category V sphere in J.Un3 Category dmax in J.Un 
for area from-till for deirele from - till for V aphcre from - till for dmax from - till 

1 0.00 - 0.01 11 0.00- 0.03 21 0.0000 - 0.0015 31 0.00- 0.05 
2 0.01 - 0.02 12 0.03- 0.06 22 0.0015 - 0.0030 32 0.05 - 0.10 
3 0.02- 0.03 13 0.06- 0.09 23 0.0030 - 0.0045 33 0.10 - 0.15 
4 0.03 - 0.04 14 0.09 - 0.12 24 0.0045 - 0.0060 34 0.15 - 0.20 
5 0.04- 0.05 15 0.12- 0.15 25 0.0060 - 0.0075 35 0.20- 0.25 
6 0.05 - 0.06 16 0.15 - 0.18 26 0.0075 - 0.0090 36 0.25 - 0.30 
7 0.06- 0.07 17 0.18 - 0.21 27 0.0090 - 0.0105 37 0.30 - 0.35 
8 0.07 - 0.08 18 0.21 - 0.24 28 0.0105 - 0.0120 38 0.35 - 0.40 
9 0.08 - 0.09 19 0.24- 0.27 29 0.0120 - 0.0135 39 0.40 - 0.45 
10 0.09 - 0.10 20 0.27 - 0.30 30 0.0135 - 0.0150 40 0.45 - 0.50 

Table 5 Categones used for figure 27. 

Similar experiments have been done and are presented in appendix I. 

In figure 28 a plot of äeircle (equation TEM) is given as a funetion of deirele for the four samples (a) 

unheated (b) 200 sec heated (e) 750 sec heated (d) 2500 sec heated. A value above a point gives the 

number of particles measured with this value. 
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Fig. 28 Acircle as a function of deirele for (a) unheated (b) 200 sec heated 

(c) 750 sec heated (d) 2500 sec heated egg white. 

Where Acircle is defined in equation ('IEM). The higher the value of Acircle, the more the actual shape 

deviates from a circle. 
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7 DISCUSSION 

7.1 EGG WHITE 

The fits of egg white by equation (150) and shown in figure 20 and appendix K, show that this equation 

gives only good fits in the beginning of the measurements, so for a relatively short time (depending on 

temperature). Equation (151) gives good fits for the total time measurement but cannot be used for every 

measuremenl This fit function can be seen as the denaturation of two types of proteins with independent 

mechanisms. However there is no good reason to assume that this is the case for egg white, because egg 

white camprises of one type of protein and the values of ~ show that there is no systematic relation 

between ~ and temperature (T = 70.0 oe, ~ = 0.003 ± 0.002 ; T = 82.0°e, ~ = 0.5 ± 0.6 ; T = 90.25 oe, 

~ = 0.06 ± 0.03). lf T increases we expect k to increase, but this it not shown in our results. 

A second fit that is tried is given by equation (152). This fit can be seen as a two step denaturation 

process. It is than expected that the native proteïne first denaturates and this denatured protein reacts 

further. It is also assumed that the time scale of denaturation is much shorter than the time scale for 

the process which takes place after denaturation and that this second process can also be described by a 

first order reaction. There appears to be a systematic relation between temperature and ~ and we see 

that good fits are obtained for the entire data set (figure 20 d). This fit is only applied for 

temperatures higher than 80°e because at that temperature we see a jump in AJ.ls,max (figure 22 (a) and 

(b)). So maybe another process prevails bere. This second process might well be the aggregation of the 

molecules, which has been described in section 6.3. It is than also possible that the jump in AJ.ls,max is 

caused only because the aggregation is much slower than the denaturation and the measuring time was too 

short for the experiments below 80°e. 

The values we found for A and Ba and AH* and AS* are: 

Data fit Theat A Ba Tcrit AH* AS* 

oe sec-1 kcal moi-1 oe kcal moi-1 cal K-1 moi-1 

initia! data fit 60°e ::s Theat ::s 90.25 oe 3.5 1()25 42 86 41 56 

entire data fit 60oe ::s Theat ::s 90.25 oe 7.3 1()21 36 91 36 38 

initia! data fit 600e ::s T heat < 80 oe 1.3 1()38 62 80 61 113 

entire data fit 60oe ::s Theat < 80 oe 1.0 1()24 40 90 54 92 

Table 6. Results rate process parameters. 

Yang (Yang et al 1991) found by visual inspeetion of the changes in the heated egg white that : 

Ba = 92000 cal moi-1, A= 3.76 10S7 sec-1. This gives Tcrit = 76 oe. 

They used a single denaturation process model. 
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The values that are determined by the least squares fits of the equations (150,151,152 and 153) do not 

reproduce very well. In table 1 we see for example that for ew6714 J.Ls,max = 1.91, k = 0.047 and for 

ew6715 J.ls,max = 0.92, k = 0.035. The value of J.ls,max for ew6714 is more than a factor two larger than 

the value of J.ls,max for ew6715. The value of k for ew6714 is a factor 1.3 larger than the value of k for 

ew6715. Table 2 and table 3 show the bad reproduceable results too. 

The values of A and B8 and s• and H* have been determined by the plots of the figures (21) and (22). From 

these figures we see that the linear regression is better for the short time data fit of temperatures 

lower than 80°e than for long time data fit of both temperatures lower than 80 oe and temperatures up to 

90 oe. 

In the multiple scattering experimental set-up the values for J.18{t) have been corrected and set equal to 

zero for tstcorrected· This is reasonable because at the beginning the egg white is transparent, so J.1
8 

bas to be 0. Also the measurements with the single scattering set-up show that J.1
8
{t = 0) is zero. At low 

optical thickness it is known that adding doubling gives impraper results. The time tcrit is chosen as 

the time at which a change in V c% is seen. In the figures with the optical properties of egg white we see 

at one time a negative value of the anisotropy. These values are due to failures in the adding dubbling 

program or experimental set-up, which gives impraper results at low optical thicknesses. ('t< 1) 

(Wieringen 1990). So the optical properties can definitely not be trusted for t < tcrit. 

We see the absorption coefficient changing from values varying from 2 - 8 per cm to 1 - 3 per cm and the 

scattering coefficient changing from 5-20 per cm-1 to values higher than 100 cm-1. The anisotropy g 

changes from 0.4 to 0.6-0.8. The thin metal layer on the sample holder <J.ta E' 3 cm-1) may influence the 

absorption coefficient and so this can explain the relative high absorption coefficient in the beginning 

for egg white. The values given bere are doubtfull. 

With the use of one first order rate process we obtain values of A varying from wso sec·l to 1QS7 sec-I 

and values for B8 varying from 88 to 92 kcal moi-1• In the plots of AJ.L
8 

as a function of time we again 

see that descrihing the process of the change of J.18 as a function of time by one frrst order rate process 

is insufficient. 

7.2 EGG VOLK 

In the multiple scattering measurement we see that first J.18 increases, later J.1s decreases, and further on 

J.18 increases again. This indicates that at least three processes take place in the case of egg yolk., on 

different time scales. This can be the denaturation of three proteins, or other processes may be 

involved. Because only the results refer to one measurement, no reliable conclusions can be drawn. Yang 

(Yang et al 1991) used a single protein denaturation process model to describe the process of coagulating 

egg yolk which show aggreement with bis experiments. 
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7.3 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY EGG WIUTE 

The TEM results suggest that the proteins fust denature when they are heated, and afterwards start to 

aggregate. This aggregation already takes place for temperatures lower than 80°C, because the samples we 

used for the TEM investigations have not been heated to temperatures higher than 74 °C. This suggests 

that the extra process that possibly takes place at temperatures higher than 80°C is not the aggregation 

of the proteins. In figure (27) we see that the longer the heating time the bigger the area of the 

particles ( t = 200 sec:area = 0.003 ± 0.004 IJ.II12; t = 2500 sec:area = 0.02 ± 0.03 IJ.II12). In the results of 

appendix I we see this too ( t = 300 sec:area = 0.0015 ± 0.0018 IJ.II12 and t = 1000 sec:area = 0.03 ± 0.02 

IJ.II12) but at t = 12000 and at t = 1680 sec the areas become smaller again than at t = 1000 sec (t= 1680 

sec:area = 0.073 ± 0.0065 IJ.II12). This effect might he caused due to difficulties in preparing the samples 

of 1200 sec and 1680 sec. 

From figure 28 and 13 we see that at longer heating times the partiele size "dcircle" on average 

increases and the shape of the particles deviates on average more from an circle than ·at shorter heating 

times. 

7.4 SUGGESTIONS 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY ARE 

• Look with the use of TEM whether at temperatures higher than 80°C other processes take place than the 

denaturation and aggregation of the proteins, as described in section 6.3. 

• Investigate whether other models fit better with the experimental results than the models used bere. 

Such a model might be a model that describes fust denaturation foliowed by aggregation. A model then 

results that involves three scattering cross sections, Csca,native• Csca,denatured• Csca,aggregated and 

three values of N as a lunetion of time, Nnative(t), Ndenatured(t) and Naggregated(t). 

• Look what the influence of the metal layer on the glass slides is for the multiple scattering set-up, 

and investigate the accuracy of the integrating sphere set-up with the use of the inverse adding doubling 

method. This is now being done by TUE student Jan Baselmans. 
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APPENDIX A 

LAMrnERTL\NSURFACE 

Por a Lambertian surface (perfectly diffuse reflecting surface) the intensity (amount of energy per solid 

angle per second) of the reflected flux of a surface element da (as in figure Al) is given by the 

following equation (Born et al 1980) 

I'=I0cos' (Al) 

The irradiance H (the amount of incident energy on surface area dA per unit time) is equal to (Goebel 

1967) 

dO 
H=l'

dA 

The solid angle n is indicated in figure Al and is equal to 

Since we are dealing with a sphere 

rdA dA cos c:x 
d0=--=---

r3 r2 

a = ' and r = 2R cos' 

as is shown in figure Al. With the use of this and by substitution of equation (A3) in (A2) we get 

r: cos2"' r: I' dA cos <X I' cos (X "() 'I' "() 

H= = = =-
dA r2 4R2 cos~ 4R2cos~ 4R2 

and the total flux reflected by a perfect diffuse reflecting element da is given by 

P = 47tR2 H = 1tlQ 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

So the power emitted from a small area da of a Lambertian surface is distributed uniformly over the 

entire receiving hemisphere. 
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dA cos a 
rZ 

c01 • a11t ancl r • 2a 

Fig A 1. Geometrie relations in a sphere used for calculating 

the irradiance on dA from da. 
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APPENDIX B 

MEANING OF EQUU..ffiRIUM CONSTANT 

k 

When we have a reaction P n ~ P d we can write the differential equation 
~ 

d[Pnl 
- = - k[P ] + k'[Pd] 

dt n 

wherek is the rate constant from left to right [s-1] and 

k' is the rate constant from right to left [s-1] 

(Bl) 

Assume at t=O the initial concentratien of [P nl = [P o1 and the concentration of [P dl is zero and 

therefore by solving equation (Bl) we have 

The equilibrium concentrations of [P nl and [P d] are now 

and 

The equilibrium constant is now 

k'[Pol 
[P] =-

n 
00 k+k' 

k[Po] 
[Pdloo = [Po] - [P l =-

n k+k' 

[Pd]oo k 
K =-=-

c [Pnloo k' 

dPn 
(This can also be derived from equation B 1 where at equilibrium - = 0) 

dt 
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APPENDIX C 

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 

Lightsouree LS : Spex 1682A Broad Band Radiation Souree 

Tungston Halogeen Lamp. General Electric Quartzline Projection 

Lamp FOT 12 Volt, 100 Watt. 

Spectrometer S : Spex 1681 0.22 Spectrometer. 

Minidrive 2 MD : Spex 1673C Minidrive 2. 

Chopper CH : EG&G Pare model Oc4000 optica! chopper. 

Photomultiplier : PM1: Hamatsu Photomultiplier Tube Type R928 m 1931 

PM2: Hamatsu Photomultiplier Tube Type R928 m 8821 

PM3: Hamatsu Photomultiplier Tube Type R928 m 
Lock-in Amplifiers: LA 1: EG&G Princeton applied research : model 5209 , Wellesley, 

USA 1991 

LA 2: EG&G Princeton applied research : model 5209 , Wellesley, 

USA 1988 

LA 3 : EG&G Princeton applied research : model 5209 , Wellesley, 

USA 1991 

Computer : Olivetti personal computer M240 

With IEEE interface. 

Thermocouple : Made by the AMC. Material is Manganin (84% Cu, 12% Mm, 4% Ni) 

and constantan (54% Cu, 45% Ni, 1% Mn) 

Thermocouple TCA : Tempcontrol transmitter type T-S0102 

Amplifier Input 0-200 C Thermocouple type K 

output 0-10 Volt 

Power supply 220Volt/50 Hz 

Conducting glass : Made by the AMC. Glass bas been heated to a temperature of 600 

degrees and then sprinkled with a transparent layer of tinoxide, 

which is imbedded for a few molecular layers when it cools. 

Conducting glass : OW LABORATORY DC POWER SUPPLY GPQ 3020. 

power supply 

Integrating sphere: Total area 0.0729 m2, Sample port area : 0.00078575 m2, total 

IS 1,2 area other ports : 0.00014685 m2. 
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APPENDIX D DERIV ATION OF EQUATION 11 

We defmed ÄJ.lt as 

ÄJ.lt = J.lt(t) - J.lt(O) 

and after taking the logarithm of equation (9) we see that 

and 

1 1(t) 
J.lt(t) = - - 1n (-) 

d Io 

1 1(0) 
J.lt(O) = - ln(-) 

d Io 

substitution of equation (Dl) and (D2) in (D3) gives 

1 { I(t) 1(0) ·} ÄJ.L = - - ln(-)- ln(-) = 
s d Io Io 

1 I(t) 
-- (ln(-) 

d 1(0) 
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APPENDIX E 

DERIVATION OF EQUATION 149 

From equation (144) it can be seen that 

and 

with the definition of a~ 

This is equal to 

4J.l8 = [Po] N8 ' • { C8ca,d - Csca,n } • { 1-exp(-O(t))} 

With the definition of 4J.ls,max 

Dividing equation (E4) by (E5) now gives 

-- = 1 - exp(-O(t)) 
4J.ls,max 

At constant temperature this is equal to 

-- = 1-exp( -kt) 
4J.ls,max 
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APPENDIX F TREATMENT OF SAMPLE BEFORE INVESTIGATION UNDER ELECI'RON MICROSC 

After beating the sample is put in MacDowell in order to stop denaturation and to prevent deterioration. 

This is called fixation. 

After fixation the sample is 

wasbed in 0.1 M pbospbate buffer 

fixated in 1% Os04 at room temperature 

wasbed in 0.1 M fosfate buffer 

put in ethanol 70% 

ethanol 80 % two times refresbing total 

ethanol 90 % two times refreshing total 

ethanol 96 % two times refresbing total 

ethanol 100 % two times refreshing total 

propylene oxyde 

propylene oxyde I Epon 2:1 

propylene oxyde I Epon 1:1 

15 min 

60 min 

15 min 

60 min 

30 min 

30 min 

30 min 

90 min 

60 min 

60 min 

60 min 

Now, the sample is put in Epon for one night. Afterwards Epon is refresbed and sample is put in Epon 

again 

for 2-5 bours. 

Mterwards sample is embedded and bardened for 

24 bours at 37 oe 
48 hours at 60 oe 

The specimen can be cut into 70 nm thick sections. These are stained by uranyl acetate and lead citrate. 

Now the sample can be studied by transmission electron microscopy. 
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APPENDIX G COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR AUTOMATIC EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The computer program for making automatic measurements is put on a system disk so that the program can be 

started inserting the disk ST ARTUP in drive A. Now pressing control-alt-delete tagether or by typing 

A:\autoexec.bat the program can be started. 

The diskette contains the following programs 

• IEBEIO.PAS 

• UPGRlDA.PAS & .BXE 

• THEEND.P AS & .BXE 

• UKINGTC.PAS & .BXE & .BAT 

• AUTOEXEC.BAT 

Here a short explanation of the program is given tagether with the listing. After the program is started 

Ûlere is a start-up screen. The IEEE drivers are installed automatically. Please wait until Ûle command 

press any key to continue is on ilie screen. After pressing a key answer the questions for Ûle 

experimental set-up. 

The frrst question is to give the name of the output file. This is the file where all the data necessary 

for the adding-doubling calculations will be written to. So all calculations necessary before adding

doubling have already been done. This file must always be written to disk C ! Due to 10 problems this can 

not be written to disk A or B ! After the measurement this file can be copied to a disk in drive a. Por 

safety ilie program doesn't allow filenarnes that already exist ! A second file is also written during each 

measurement. This file is always called c:\data.inf . It can be copied to disk a: after the measurement 

and have the same name as ilie oÛler file, but with Ûle extention .inf. This file contains ilie original 

data, so no calculations for adding doubling have been done. Now more questions are asked, but iliey are 

explained in ilie program itself. 

After this there is the screen 

AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATION OF LOCKIN AMPLIFIERS 

The loekins must be installed as written on Ûle screen. It is very important that it is done correctly 

(on Ûle right side of each lockin a blue sign tells you in what year the lockin was made. This is 

important for conneering the loek-ins appropriately). To do this one must press the green contig key on 

Ûle lockin foliowed by the key set-up gpib. Now one can use the key parameter .J, 1' and value .J, 1' to change 

the set-up of the loek-ins (EGenG Model 5209 1984). 

After this questions about Ûle spheres must be answered. Two lines of header information of Ûle data file 
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can also be given. Then questions for adding doubling must be answered. Also a third degree polynomial 

must be given for the thermo-couple. To determine this polynomial one can use the programs ijkingtc and 

slide. This must be done before the measurements. H filters are used for the collimated beam and it is 

necessary to change these filters during the measurement the multiplication factors for each filter 

compared to the filter which is used for the reference measurement must be given. (so if the reference 

measurement V3% is done with filter 1, attenuation 50%, and the sample measurement with filter 2, 

attenuation 25%, the multiplication factor for filter 2 wi1l be 0.25/0.50 = 1/2 ). These multiplication 

factors can be inserted for up to six filters. 

Following this the measurement starts with determining the sphere constants. The program tells you 

exactly what to do. After this the ADC is zero adjusted. To do this correctly, no input signal should be 

presented to lock-in C. The output of the thermocouple amplifier must then be conneeteel to channel one at 

the back panel of lock-in C. Also tbe sample must be placed between the integrating spheres now. Then a 

key must be pressed and the loek-ins will do an auto-phase and an auto-sensitivity. When this is done the 

program asks you to press any key to start the measurement. During the measurement there are the 

following options : 

shift S : measurement will stop after one more measurement 

shift C : measurement will continue (correction for after shift S) 

shift A : automatic autosensivity when overload. (Advise :Use this option always) 

shift N : No automatic autosensivity when overload. 

shift Q : immediate stop of program. 

shift 1,2,3,4,5,6 : Install which multiplication factor/ which filter is used. 

Now the program listing follows 
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Program Roei; 

uses Dos,Crt,ieeeio; 

Var exitsave : pointer; 
code : integer; 
lastsec :real; 
seconden,seconde l,soconde2,seconde3,frequency: real; 
counter:integcr; 
stop:boolcan; 
tilcndata:string; 
filcnl:text; {file for data output after calculation} 
filcn2:tcxt; {file for error output and original data} 
Tcmpgc :real; { temporature mcasuromcnt in C} 
lastauto:rcal; {time at which last autofase is givon} 
maxtimc :real; {maximum time aftcr which experiment stops} 
dclaytimc:real;{Time to wait aftor autocycle for time constant} 
ncxtmcasurc:rcal; {Valuo oftimc botwoon oah moasurcmont} 
autocyclc :real; {Value giving numbor of moasurcmonts after whicb au tos.} 
thickness :real; {Value of sample thicltnoss} 
ASWO :boolcan; {WHEN OVERLAOD => AUTOSENSIVITY iftruc} 
xl,x2 :rcal;{sphcre constants x= (A-(S+h))/ A} 
bll,bl2:rcal;{sphcrc constants, bl2 is bl ofsphcrc two} 
b2l,b22:rcal;{sphcrc constants, b21 of sphcro one} 
hl,h2 :rcal;{Total Area of all othcr parts} 
ml,m2 :reai;{Rcfloction factor ofsphcrc} 
Al,A2 :reai;{Total area ofspherc 1,2} 
SI,S2 :rcal;{AREA OF SAMPLE PART} 
V I REF :rcal; { 99% standard rotloetion plate sphere I} 
VI75 :real;{75% standard refloction plate sphere 2} 
VlO :real;{With no sample no reference plate only sphere one} 
VIOREF :real;{No sample, Two sphere's} 
VI :rcal;{Sample meausurement} 
V2REF,V275,V20,V20REF,V2: real; {see above, Sphere two in position sphoro 1} 
V20S :real; {No sample. sphere 2 in normal position} 
V3ref : real; { two spheres, no sample} 
V3 : real; {With sample} 
V3FI ; real; {multiplication factor V3 when using filter undcr Fl} 
V3F2, V'3F3, V3F4, V3F5, V3F6:real; 
multiplv3:real; {multiplication factor v3 by use of filter} 
Rs : real; {Valuo of 75% Roflocting standard} 
nf : real; {Number of fluos, ussually 4 for Adding dubbling} 
c0,cl,c2,c3:real; {Coefticionts for polynomal for temp moasurcmont} 

{cO+cl•mV+c2•mv•mV+c3•mv•mv•mv} 
Vlp,V2p,V3p,Vl0p,V20p:roal; {Valuos for adding dubbling} 
Numberlock:char ; {gooft aan hoevoel loekins jo gebruikt} 
freq : real; {GEEFT FREQUENTIE SPECTROMETER AAN} 
Kcyhit : char; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Proccdure loek; { Turns of Caps Loek oct} 
var x :byte; 
begin 
x:= mem[$40:$17]; 

x:= (x and 19l);{Caps Loek uitgezet} 
x:= (x and 223);{Num Loek uitgezet} 
x := {x and 239); { Scroll Loek uitgezet} 
mem[$40:$17] :=x; 

END; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------} 
{SF+} Procedure CHECKKEY; {SF-} 
begin 

if keypressed = true then 
begin 
keyhit := readkey; 
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end; 

if keyhit='S' then stop := true; 
if keyhit='C' then stop := falso; 
ifkeyhit='A' then ASWO:= true; 
if keyhit='N' then ASWO:= falso; 
if keyhit='Q' then HALT; 
if soconden>maxtime then stop := true; 
ifkeyhit ='I' then multiplv3 := V3Fl; 
if keyhit = '0' then multiplv3 := V3F2; 
if lceyhit = '#-' then multiplv3 := V3F3; 
if lceyhit = '$' then multiplv3 := V3F4; 
if keyhit = '"' then multiplv3 := V3FS; 
if lceyhit = ..... then multiplv3 := V3F6; 

end; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure INFO; 
Begin 
window(l0,12, 70,22); 

textbac.lcground(2); 
textcolor(l); 
ifstop = true then begin Gotoxy(l8,7); write(' BXPBRIMENT WILL STOP ');end; 
if stop = falsc then begin Gotoxy(l8, 7); write(' BXPBRIMBNT WILL CONTINUB ');end; 
if ASWO = TRUB then begin Gotoxy(l8,6); write(' AUTOSBNSIVITY WHBN OVBRLOAD ');end; 
if ASWO = FALSB then begin Gotoxy(l8,6); write('NO AUTOSBNSIVITY WHBN OVBRLOAD');end; 

window (1,24,80,25); 
textcolor(l4); 
writeln(' Fl F2 F3 F4 FS F6'); 
write(V3Fl: 13:6, V3F2:13:6, V3F3:13:6, V3F4:13:6,V3F5:13:6, V3F6:13:6); 
lfmultiplv3 = V3FI then begin GotoXY(9,1); textcolor(l4+128);writeln('Fl');end; 
lfmultiplv3 = V3F2 then begin GotoXY(22,l);textcolor(l4+128);writeln('F2');end; 
lfmultiplv3 = V3F3 then begin GotoXY(35,l);textcolor(l4+128);writeln('F3');end; 
lf multiplv3 = V3F4 then begin GotoXY(49,l);textcolor(l4+128);writeln('F4');end; 
IfmultiplvJ = VJFS then begin GotoXY(6l,l);textcolor(l4+128);writeln('FS');end; 
If multiplv3 = V3F6 then begin GotoXY(75,l);textcolor(l4+128);writeln('F6');end; 
end; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure value(xyl ,xy2, w 1, w2, w3, w4:integer;name:string;var default:real); 
var 

hit:char; 
skip:boolean; 
resultiO:word; 

begin 
repcal 

window(wl,w2,w3,w4);Gotoxy(xyl,xy2); 
write(Name); 
Gotoxy(xyl +55,xy2); 
write(default: 12:6); 
Gotoxy(xyl ,xy2+1 ); 
writeln(' WANT TO CHANGB DBFAULT? (y/n)'); 
repeat until keypresscd; 

hit := readkey; 
if hit='n' then skip := true 
elso skip := falso; 

Gotoxy(xyl,xy2+ I); 
writeln(' '); 
if skip = fa lso then 
begin 
Gotoxy(xyl,xy2); 
write(Name); 
Gotoxy(xy1 +5S,xy2); 
{SI-} 
write(' '); 
Gotoxy(xy1 +55,xy2); 
readln(default); 
resul tlo: =I Oresult; 
{SI+} 
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If resultiO<> 0 then 
begin 

writeln('INVALID VALUE :TRY AGAIN'); 
sound(2000);delay(1200);nosound; 

end; 
end; 

until skip = true; 
writeln(filen2,name:30,default:20:10); 

end; 

{----------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure Commanddone(L:CHAR); 

Var 
N:string; 
Jia5209:integer; 

begin 
ifL='a' then N:='l2'; 
if L='b' then N:='l3'; 
if L='c' then N:='l4'; 
REPEAT 

WRITELN(ieeeout, 'SPOLL' +N); 
READLN(ieeein,lia5209); 

until (lia5209 AND 1)<>0; {COMMAND DONE} 
end; 

{----------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure SETUP; 

var 
hit : char; 
skip :boolean; 
resull_IO:word; 
begin; 

window(J, 1 ,80,25); 
textbackground(O); 
textcolor(l 5); 
clrscr; 
writeln('INFORMATION NEEDEO FOR DATA OUTPUT'); 
writeln('---------------------------------- '); 
repeat 
skip := true; 
gotoxy(l,6); 
writeln('ENTER NAME OF OUTPUT FILE example c:\data.dat'); 
writeln(' '); 
gotoxy(l, 7); 
readln(filendata); 
{SI-} {ZET FOUTMELDING UIT} 
assign(filen l,filenda ta ); 
reset(filenl ); 
result_IO: =IORESUL T; 
IF result_IO=O then 
begin 

writeln('FILE ALREADY EXISTS ! '); 
skip :=false;sound(2000); 
delay(200); 
close(filenl ); 
nosound; 

end 
else 
begin 
rewrite(filenl); 
if IORESUL T <>0 then 
begin 
writeln('INCORRECT FILE NAME OR PATH 
sou nd(2000);dela y(200) ;nosound ;close(filenl); 
result_IO:= IOresult; 

end; 
end; 

{SI+} 
until skip = true; 

9S 

');skip:= FALSE; 

I 

I 

I 
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assign(filen2,'c:\data.inf); 
rewrite(filen2); 
writeln('FILE WITH ERROR INFORMATION AND ORIGINAL DATA WILL BE WRITTEN TO C:\data.inf); 
writeln; 
writeln('HOW MANY LOCKINS ARE YOU USING 7'); 
writeln('ANSWER 2 MEANS: MEASURING REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION'); 
writeln('ANSWER 3 MEANS: MEASURING REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION AND C-TRANSMISSION'); 
repeat 
repeat until keypressed; 
Numberlock :== readkey; 
skip := true; 
if (Numberlock<>'2') and (numberlock<>'3') then skip :=false; 

until skip == true; 
writeln(Numberlock); 
writeln; 
freq:==SOO; 
value(l,l6,1,1,80,25,'1NSTALL FREQUENCY SPECTROMETER AND GIVE VALUE in nm',freq); 

end; 

{----------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure seconds(var seconden:real); {BEPAALD VERSTREKEN TUD} 
var 

hour,min,sec,hsec:word; 
second :real; 

begin 
get time(hour ,min,sec,hsec); 
second : = (hour•60•60)+(min •60)+sec+(hsec/ 1 00); 
window(l0,12,70,22); 
textbackground(2); 
textcolor(l ); 
gotoxy(28,4); 
writeln(second:S:I,' sec'); 
seconden:== second; 

end; 

{-----------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure STARTUP; {Bouwt startscherm op} 
VAR 
kar:char; 
begin 

Checkbreak :==false; { turnsof ctrl break} 
te x tmode( C080); te x tbackgrou nd(7) ;clrscr; 
textbackgr•)lmd(O);window( 10, l 0, 70, l6);clrscr; 
textbackground(2); 
window(08,09,68,15); 
clrscr;textcolor( 12); 
writeln(' AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT OF CHANGES IN OPTICAL PROPERTIES'); 
writeln(' OF HEATED SAMPLES'); 
writeln; 
writeln(' 
writeln; 
textcolor(l2); 

AMC LASERCENTRE'); 

writeln(' By Roei Meijerink Technica! University Eindhoven'); 
textcolor(2);clreol; 
window(3 ,22, 78,24); textbackground(O);clrscr; 
window(2,21, 77 ,23);textbackground(2);clrscr; 
textcolor(l5); 
writeln; 
textcolor(l5+128); 
write(' PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE '); 
sound(2000);delay(500);nosound; 
repeat until keypressed; 
kar:==readkey; 

end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure Autosenol(L:char); 

{procedure autosensiv when overload} 
Var 

N :string; 
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lia5209 :integer; 
seconden:real; 

begin 
if L='a' then N:='l2'; 
ifL='b' then N:='l3'; 
if L='c' then N:='14'; 

write1n(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT '+N,';AS'); 
window(10,13,70,22); {WINDOW for errors} 
textbackground(2);textco1or( 12+ 128 );gotoxy( 12,1 0); 
write('auto sensivity in progress for lockin ',1); 
sound( 1600);de1ay(200);nosound; 

repeat 
WRITELN(ieeeout,'SPOLL '+N); READLN(ieeein,lia5209); 
seconds(seconden); 
until (lia5209 AND 32)=0; {ready with automode} 
window(10,13,70,22); {WINDOW for errors} 
textbackground(2);textcolor(l2);gotoxy(l2,10); 
write(' '); 
sound(l600);de1ay(l00);nosound; 

'); 
gotoxy(l2,1 0); 
write(' 
checkkey; 
info; 

end; 

{DETERMINATION WHBTER KEYPRESSED OR NOT} 
{gives information about for example exp will stop} 

{------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure Au toP; { Belongs to AUTOSENFA and does autophase} 
var 
lia5209A,lia5209B,Lia5209C :integer; 
seconden:real; 
begin 
write1n(ieeeout,'output 12;AQN'); {AUTOFASE} 
if numberlock ='3' then write1n(ieeeout,'output 13;AQN'); 
writeln(ieeeou t,'ou t put 14;AQN'); 
repeat 

WRITELN(ieeeout,'SPOLL 12'); READLN(ieeein,lia5209A); 
1ia5209B:=O; 
if numberlock ='3' then begin write1n(IEEEOUT,'SPOLL 13'); READLN(ieeein,lia5209B);end; 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'SPOLL 14'); readln(ieeein,lia5209C); 
seconds(seconden); 
window(10,13,70,22); {WINDOW for errors} 
te x tbackground(2);textco1or( 12);gotoxy( 12, 7); 
If (Lia5209A AND 32) <> 0 then write1n(' BUSY WITH AUTO PHASE ') 

else writeln(' READY '); 
gotoxy(l2,8); 
If (Lia5209B AND 32) <> 0 then write1n(' BUSY WITH AUTO PHASE ') 

else write1n(' READY '); 
gotoxy(l2, 9); 
If (Lia5209C AND 32) <> 0 then writeln(' BUSY WITH AUTO PHASE ') 

e1se writeln(' READY '); 
until (((lia5209A AND 32)=0) AND ((lia5209B AND 32)=0)and ((lia5209C and 32)=0)); {KLAAR MET 

AUTO MODE} 
window(l0,13,70,22); {WINDOW VOOR FOUTMELDING} 
textbackground(2);textco1or(l2);gotoxy(l2,10); 
write(' '); 
sound(l600);de1ay(l00);nosound; 

end; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Pr:>cedure AUTOSENFA; {PROCEDURE AUTOSENSIVITY EN FASE} 

var 
1ia5209 A,lia5209B,Lia5209C :integer; 
seconden:rea1; 

begin 
AUTOP; 
write1n(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 12;AS'); 
if numberlock = '3' then writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 13;AS'); 
write1n(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 14;AS'); 
window(l0,13,70,22); {WINDOW VOOR FOUTMELDING} 
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textbackground(2);textcolor(l2+128);gotoxy(l2,10); 
write('auto sensivity in progress for loekins '); 
sound( 1600);delay(200);nosound; 

repeat 
WRITELN(ieeeout,'SPOLL 12'); READLN(ieeein,lia5209A); 
lia5209B:=O; 
if numberlock = '3' then begin writeln(IEEEOUT,'SPOLL 13'); READLN(ieeein,lia5209B);end; 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'SPOLL 14'); readln(ieeein,lia5209C); 
seconds(seconden); 
window(l0,13,70,22); {WINDOW VOOR FOUTMELDING} 
textbackground(2); te x tco1or( 12);gotoxy( 12, 7); 
If (Lia5209A AND 32) <> 0 then writeln(' BUSY WITH AUTO SENS IV') 

e1se write1n(' READY '); 
gotoxy(12,8); 
If (Lia5209B AND 32) <> 0 then write1n(' BUSY WITH AUTO SBNSIV') 

else write1n(' READY '); 
gotoxy(12,9); 
If (Lia5209C AND 32) <> 0 then write1n(' BUSY WITH AUTO SENS IV') 

e1se writeln(' READY '); 
until (((lia5209A AND 32)=0) AND ((lia5209B AND 32)=0)and ((lia5209C and 32)=0)}; {KLAAR MET 

AUTOMODE} 
window(l0,13,70,22); {WINDOW VOOR FOUTMELDING} 
textbackground(2);textcolor(l2);gotoxy(l2,10); 
write(' '); 
sound( 1600);dela y( 1 00) ;nosound; 

AUTOP; 
end; 

{-----------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE readioctl(signal : INTEGER); 

{VOOR CONTROLE IEEE KAART!} 
V AR ioccamint : INTEGER; ioccomstr : STRING; 
BEGIN 

ioctlread(ioccomstr); V AL(COPY(ioccomstr,1,1 ),ioccomint,code); 
CASE ioccamint OF 1: HALT(21); 2: HALT(22); 3: HALT(22); END; 

END; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------} 
PROCEDURE ST A TUS (L:CHAR;NUMBER:INTBGER); 

{For checking status locking and IEEE inerface} 
{L gives value lockin} 
{NUMBER geeft gc;tal aan voor controle aanroep status} 

' V AR sp,lia5209 : INTEGER; 
message,submes: STRING; 
N :string; 
SKIP 
seconden 

BEGIN 

: boo1ean; 
: real; 

STR(number,submes);{ zet inhoud number in submes} 
if L='a' then N:='l2'; 
ifL='b' then N:='13'; 
ifL='c' then N:='l4'; 
message:=' '; 
WRITELN(ieeeout,'SPOLL'); READLN(ieeein,sp); {LEES STATUS IEEE KAART} 
IF sp=64 THEN HAL T(23); {ER IS BEN INTERRUPT VAN IEEE KAART} 
REPEAT 

message:=' '; 
skip:= true; 
WRITBLN(ieeeout,'SPOLL' +N); 
READLN(ieeein,lia5209); 
IF (lia5209 AND 1)<>0 THEN message := message {'Command Done '} 

e1se skip:=false; 
IF (lia5209 AND 2)<>0 THEN message := message +'Invalid Command '; 
IF (lia5209 AND 4)<>0 THEN message := message +'Parameter Error'; 
IF (lia5209 AND 8)<>0 THEN 

BEGIN 
message := message +'Unlock '; 
sound(2000);delay(200); 
nosound; 
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skip:= fa1se; 
END; 

IF (liaS209 AND 16)<>0 THEN 
BEGIN 

mossago := mossago +'Ovor1oad '; 
skip:= fa1se; 

END; 
IF (liaS209 AND 32)<>0 THEN BEGIN mossago :- mossago +' Automode Activo ';skip:= fa1se ;end; 
IF (liaS209 AND 128)<>0 THEN message := messago +'Output Ready'; 
If L='a' thon window(l0,13,70,22); {WINDOW for errors} 
if L='b' thon window(l0,14,70,22); 
if L='c' then window(l0,1S,70,22); 
textbackground(2);textco1or(l2);gotoxy( 12, 7); 
writeln(' '); 
gotoxy( 12, 7); 
{write1n(message,':',submos);} {FOR SHOWING WHERE IN THE PROGRAM YOU AREl} 
if message =' 'then messago := ' Ok. '; 
writoln(mossage); 
IF (((liaS209 AND 16)<>0) and (liaS209 and 8=0)) and (ASWO = TRUE) 

THEN AUTOSENOL(L); { OVERLOAD => AUTOSENSIVITY} 
IF (((liaS209 AND 16)<>0) and (liaS209 and 8=0)) and (ASWO = FALSE) 

THEN SKIP := TRUE; { OVERLOAD => GEEN AUTOSENSIVITY} 
seconds(seconden); 

UNTIL skip= true; {(liaS209 AND 1)<>0;} {LOCKIN KLAAR VOOR VOLGEND COMMANDO} 
readiOCTL(numbor); 

END; 

{·--------------------------------------------------------------------·} 
{SF+} 
PROCEDURE myexit; 
V AR message,exitstring : STRING; 
BEGIN 

IF EXITCODE <> 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

window(l,l,80,2S); 
textbackground(O); 
clrscr; 
TEXTCOLOR(LIGHTRED); 
GOTOXY(l9, 4); WRITE('{{(\(\ .. ,·:;: ,,,,,,,,,,,, /~){: /Mt~} '); 
GOTOXY(l9, S); WRITE(~~) ,,,,,, ,,,,, {{ :'"' >~:: ~~(: ~:y ~3/); 
GOTOXY(19, 6); WRITE(~~~{~~J~{~~ :~}~{:;:};: ~/J}~~~:~~ {~} t~( ~~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~ '); 
GO'fOXY(l9, 7); WRITE(\} ''"''' ''"'' ~g:: g;j: 1@;, g;;: ;:t: ~1J'); 
GOTOXY(l9, 8); WRITE(~@}:g;}: 1:1K g;j; {{ {f tK~&: rf {t); 
TEXTCOLOR(CYAN); GOTOXY(l6,13); WRITE('The following occured while quiting this program:'); 
STR(EXITCODE,exitstring); 
CASE EXITCODE OF 

2 : message := 'File not found. Lockin-Amplifier driver not yet installed or wrong filename.'; 
3: message := 'Path not found.'; 
4: message := 'Too many open files.'; 
S: message := 'File acces deniod.'; 
6 : message := 'Invalid file handle.'; 

21 : message := 'Lockin-Amplifier has data available which has notboon road.'; 
22: message := 'Lockin-Amplifier has no data availab1e whilo attempting to read data.'; 
23: message := 'An unknown interrupt occured on mEE interface.'; 

101 : message := 'Disk write error. Disk is full. De1ete somo files.'; 
103 : message := 'File not open. Lockin-Amplifier driver not yet installed or disk error.'; 
lOS : message := 'File notopen for output.'; 
106 : message := 'Invalid numeric format. Loekins notcontigured as should I'; 
lSO : mossage := 'Disk is write-protected.'; 
152 : mossage := 'Drive not ready. Check disk'; 
160: mossage := 'Cou1d not write to Lockin-Amplifier.'; 
161 : message := 'Cou1d not read from Lockin-Amplifior.'; 
162: message := 'An unknown hardware faiture occured.'; 
200: message := 'Devision by zero.'; 
205 : message := 'F1oating point overflow. '; 
ELSE message := 'An unknown error no: ' + exitstring + ' occured.'; END; 
TEXTCOLOR(WHITE); GOTOXY(ROUND(40-LENGTH(message)/2),17); WRITELN(message); 
TEXTCOLOR(LIGHTGRAY); GOTOXY(33,21); WRITE('Press any key'); 



sound(2000); 
repeat until keypressod;END; 
nosound; 
V I p:=O;V2p:=O;V3p:=O;V 10p:=O;V20p:=O; 

write(filen l,seconde2:8: I,' ',freq:8:3,' ',thickness:6:3,' ',bil :20: I 0,' '); 
writeln(filenl,bl2:20:10,' ',Vlp:20:10,' ',V2p:20:10,' ',V3p:20:10,' ',V!Op:20:10,' ',V20p:20:10); 

close(filenl );close(filen2); 
TEXTCOLOR(LIGHTGRA Y); GOTOXY(32,21); WRITE('Have a nice Dos!'); ieeecomplete; 
repeat until keypressod; 
EXITPROC := exitsave; GOTOXY(l,24); HALT; 

END; 
{SF-} 

{·--------------------------------------------------------------------·} 
Procedure SCHERMOPBOUW; 
begin 
window( 1,1,80,25); textbactground(7);clrscr; 

window(2,2,25,10); {window for loctin 1} 
textbackground(2);clrscr;textcolor(l ); 
gotoxy(l,l); 
writeln(' LOCK IN SPHERE 1'); 
writeln('------------------------ '); 
window(27,2,51,10); {window voor loct-in 2} 
textbackground(2); 
clrscr; 
textcolor(l); 
gotoxy(l,l ); 
writeln(' LOCK IN SPHERE 2'); 
writeln('------------------------ '); 
window(53,2,78,10); {window voor lock-in 3} 
textbackground(2); 
clrscr; 
textcolor(l ); 
gotoxy(l,l ); 
writeln(' LOCK IN C TRANSM.'); 
writeln('- ----------------------- '); 

window (1,24,80,25); {WINDOW FOR FILTERS} 
textbackground(2); 
clrscr; 
window(l0,12, 70,22); 
te x tbackground(2); 
textcolor( 1 ); 
clrscr; 
tempGC:=O; 
write1n('REF FREQUENCY CHOPPER :'); 
writeln('TEMPERATURE :',tempGC:12:2,' C'); 
writeln('FREQUENCY Spectrometer: ',freq:11:2,' Hz'); 
write1n('TIME in seconds :'); 
textcolor(red); 
write1n(' ERRORS AND INFORMA TION'); 
writeln; 
writeln; 
textcolor(l); 
writeln('LOCKIN A:'); 
writeln('LOCKIN B:'); 
writeln('LOCKIN C:'); 
STATUS('a',1); 
if numberlock ='3' then STATUS('b',1); 
STATUS('c',l); 

end; 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------} 
procedure REFfreq(var frequency: real); {De terminstion of chopper frequency} 
begin 
status('a',4); 
write1n(ieeeout,'output 12;frq'); 
write1n(ieeeout,'enter 12'); 
read1n(ieeein,frequency); 
STATUS('a',3); 
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frequoncy := froquoncy/1000; 
window( I 0,12, 70,22); 
toxtbacltground(2 ); toxtcolor( 1 );gotoxy(28,1 ); 
writeln(froquoncy:8:2,' Hz'); 
end; 

{----------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure sonsABC(var sonsiv:rea1;1oclt :char); {BEPAALD GEVOELIGHEID LOCKIN} 

{sonsiv geeft do vermenigvuldigingsfactor voor output 1ocltin} 
{loek geeft aan om welke locitin hot gaat} 

, var n :integer; 
begin 

if loek = 'a' thon 
begin 

write1n(IEEEOUT,'output 12;son'); 
writeln(IEEEout,'ontor 12'); 
roadln(IEEEIN,n); 

end; 
if loeit = 'b' thon 
begin 

write1n(IEEEOUT,'output 13;son'); 
writo1n(IEEEout,'ontor 13'); 
road1n(IEEEIN,n); 

end; 
if loeit = 'c' thon 
begin 

writo1n(IEEEOUT,'output 14;son'); 
writo1n(IEEEout,'ontor 14'); 
readln(IEEEIN,n); 

end; 
ifn=O thensonsiv:= ((100 *1.5 *lo-9)/15000); 
if n=l then sonsiv:= ((300 *1.5 • le-9)/15000); 
ifn=2 then sonsiv:= ((1 *1.5 • le-6)/15000); 
if n=3 then sonsiv:= ((3 *1.5 • le-6)/15000); 
if n=4 then sonsiv:= ((10 *1.5 • le-6)/15000); 
if n=5 then sonsiv:= ((30 *1.5 • 1e-6)/15000); 
if n=6 then sonsiv:= ((100 *1.5 • 1e-6)/15000); 
if n=7 then sonsiv:= ((300 *1.5 • 1e-6)/15000); 
if n=8 then sensiv:= ((I *1.5 • 1e-3)/15000); 
if n=9 then sensiv:= ((3 *1.5 • le-3)/15000); 
if n=IO then sensiv:= ((10 *1.5 • le-3)/15000); 
if n=ll thftn sonsiv:= ((30 •1.5 • le-3)/15000); 
if n=12 then sensiv:= ((100 *1.5 • le-3)/15000); 
if n=13 then sonsiv:= ((300 *1.5 • 1e-3)/15000); 
if n=14 then sonsiv:= ((1 *1.5 )/15000); 
if n=15 then sonsiv:= ((3 *1.5 )/15000); 
sonsiv := sonsiv*lOOO; {uitkomst in Mvolt} 

end; 

{------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure visua1(secondon,mVolt:real;L:CHAR); {geeft moetuitltomston locitin weer op scherm} 

begin 
ifL='a' then window(2,4,25,10); {window voor locit-in 1} 
if L='b' then window(27,4,51,10); {window voor locit-in 2} 
ifL='c' then window(53,4,78,10); {window voor locit-in 3} 
toxtbacltground(2) ;textcolor( 1 );gotoxy(2, 7); 
write(soconden:7:1 );write(' '); 
write1n(mvolt:l0:5,' mV'); 

end; 

{------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
procedure 1ockin(VAR seconden,mVolt : roa1;L:Char); 
var 1ockout: rea1; 

hour,min,sec,hsec :word; 
soconds :roal; 
sensiv :rea\; 
output,enter : string ; 
response :string; 

begin 
if L='a' then 
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begin 
output := 'OUTPUT 12;'; 
enter := 'ENTER 12'; 

end; 
if L='b' then 

begin 
output := 'OUTPUT 13;'; 
enter :='ENTER 13'; 

end; 
if L='c' then 

begin 
output:= 'output 14;'; 
enter :='enter 14'; 

end; 
STATUS(L,5); 
writeln(ieeeout,output+'OUT'); 
writeln(ieeeout,enter); 
gettime(hour,min,sec,hsec}; 
If (L='a') or (L='c') then 
readln(ieeein,lockout) 

else 
begin 

readln(lEEEin,response); 
val(copy(response,2,length(response)-1),lockout,code);{ZET OM IN NUMERIEKE WAARDE} 

end; 
status(L,2); 
sensABC(sensi v ,L); 
seconds:= (hour•60•60} + (min•60} +sec +(hsec/100}; 
lockout := lockout•sensiv; 
seconden: =seconds; 
mvolt:=(lockout); 

end; 

{----------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure CONFIGURE; 

var lockin,enter:string; 
counter,kp :integer; 
Hit :char; 
L :char; 

begin 
W indow( I, 1,80,25); 
textbackground(O); 
textcolor{l4); 
clrscr; 
writeln(' AUTO MA TIC CONFIGURA T10N OF LOCKIN AMPLIFIERS '); 

writeln(' --------------------------- '); 
writeln; 
writeln(' CONFIGURE LOCKINS AS DESCRIBED'); 
writeln(' CHANGES CAN BE MADE WITH GREEN CONFIG KEY ON LOCKIN'); 
writeln(' ANOTHER CONFIGURATION WILL NOT WORK BECAUSE OF DIFFERENCES'); 
writeln(' IN LOCKINS. SOFTWARE TAKES CARE OF THESE DIFFERENCES IF'); 
writeln(' LOCKINS ARE CONFlOURED AS DESCRIBED.'); 
writeln; 
if numberlock = '3' then 

begin 
writeln(' LOCKIN NR LEFT DISPLAY RIGHT DISPLAY'); 
writeln; 
writeln(' A MODEL 1991 0 12 '); 
writeln(' FOR REPLECTION 2 '); 
writeln; 
writeln(' B MODEL 1988 
writeln(' FOR TRANSMISSION 
writeln; 

0 13 '); 
1 '); 

writeln(' C MODEL 1991 0 14 '); 
writeln(' FOR C TRANSMISSION 2 '); 
writeln(' AND FOR TEMPBRATURE MEASUREMENT '); 
writeln; 
writeln('PRESS ANY KEY'); 
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end; 
if numberlock = '2' then 

begin 
writeln(' LOCKIN NR LEFT DISPLAY 
writeln; 
writeln(' A MODEL 1991 0 
writeln(' FOR REFLECTION 
writeln; 

RIGHT DISPLAY'); 

12 '); 
2 '); 

writeln(' C MODEL 1991 0 14 '); 
writeln(' FOR TRANSMISSION 1 2 '); 
writeln(' AND FOR TEMPBRATURE MEASUREMENT');writeln; 
writeln('PRESS ANY KEY'); 
end; 

repest until keypressed; 
hit := readkey; 
iecestart; 
writeln(ieceout,'FILL OFF'); 
{ writeln(ieeeout, 'DISARM');} 
writeln(ieeeout,'output 12;MSK 0'); 
if numberlock ='3' then writoln(ioeoout,'output 13;MSK 0'); 
writeln(ieeeout,'output 14;MSK 0'); 
settime(O,O,O,O); 
for counter := 1 to 3 do 

begin 
if numberlock ='2' then 

begin 
if counter = 2 then counter:=3; 
end; 

textcolor(l 5); 
clrscr; 
gotoxy(l,6); 
if counter = 1 then 

begin 
lockin :='output 12;';enter :='enter 12;';L:='a'; 
writeln('CONFIGURING LOCKIN A FOR REFLECTION'); 

end; 
if counter = 2 then 

begin 
lockin :='output 13;';enter :='enter 13;';L:='b'; 
writeln('CONFIGURING LOCKIN 8 FOR TRANSMISSION'); 

end; 
if counter = 3 then begin lockin :='output 14;';enter :='enter 14;';L:='c';end; 
if (counter= 3) and (numberlock ='3') then writeln('CONFIGURING LOCKIN C FOR C-TRANSMISSION'); 
if (counter= 3) and (numberlock ='2') then writeln('CONFIGURING LOCKIN C FOR TRANSMISSION'); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,Iockin+'REMOTE I'); {ZET LOCKIN OP COMPUTER BESTURING} 
commanddone(L); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,1ockin+' ATC 1'); 
commanddone(L); 
write1n(IEEEOUT,1ockin+'D1 4'); 
commanddone(L); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,1ockin+'D2 1'); 
commanddone(L); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,1ockin+'DR l'); 
commanddone(L); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,Iockin+'EX 0'); 
commanddone(L); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,Iockin+'FL T 3'); 
commanddone(L); 

{ZET OP TRACK} 

{ZET LINKER DISPLAY OP REF FREQ} 

{ZET RECHTER DISPLAY OP SIGNAAL} 

{ZET DYNAMIC RESERVE OP NORMAAL } 

{ZET EXPAND UIT } 

{ZET FILTER OP BANDPAS } 

writeln(IEEEOUT,Iockin+'FRQ 0'); {ZET VERNIER WAARDE OP NUL 
commanddone(L); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,Iockin+'IE 0'); {ZET REFERENTIE FREQUENTIE OP CHOPPER} 
commanddone(L); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,lockin+'XDB I'); {ZET OP 12 Db PER OCTAAF} 
commanddone(L); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,Iockin+'XTC 7'); {ZET TIJDCONSTANTE OP 3 SECONDEN} 
commanddone(L); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,Iockin+'XOF 0'); {ZET OFFSET UIT} 
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commanddonc(L); 
writcln(IBBBOUT,Iockin+'F2F 0'); 
commanddonc(L); 
writoln(IBBEOUT,lockin+'LF 0'); 
commanddono(L); 
writeln; 

{ZET FRBQUBNCY MODE UIT} 

{ZET LINE FIL TBR KBY UIT} 

writoln('LOCKIN IS ST ANDARD CONFIGURED'); 
writeln('IF YOU WANT TO MAKE CHANGES, DO IT ON THE LOCKIN WITH'); 
writeln('FLASHING LIGHTS NOW. '); 
textcolor(2); 
writeln;write1n('PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY'); 
writoln(ieeeout,1ockin+'REMOTE 0'); 
delay(200); 
ropeat 
writeln(IEEBout,lockin+'L TS 0'); {LICHT UIT} 
delay(300); 
writeln(IEEEout,1ockin+'L TS 1'); {LICHT AAN} 
delay(300); 
unti1 keypressed; 
write1n(ieeeout,1ockin+'REMOTE 1'); 
hit := roadkey; 
delay(200); 

End; 
END; 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure Sphere; 
Var 
skip :boo1ean; 
hoader1,heador2 : string[79); {For boador information file} 
ns1ab,ntop,nbottom:rea1 ; {indices of rofraction} 
CD : rea1; {0 collimatod irradiance, 1 diffuse irradianco} 
SR: real; {0 means specular reflection not collectod} 
CT: real; {0 means collimatod transmission not colleetod in trans sphoro.} 
g : real; {Default anisotropy if Tc not measured} 
ns: real; {Number ofspheres} 
nm: rea1; {Number ofmeasurements} 

Begin 
ASWO := FALSE; 
Al := 0.0729; {Default values} 
A2 := 0.0729; 
S 1 := 0.00078575; S2 := 0.00078575; 
hl := 0.00014685;h2 := 0.00014685; 
ml := 0.98;m2 := 0.98; 
Nslab:=l.37; ntop :=1.55; nbottom:=l.55; 
CD:= 0.0; 
SR:= 0; 
CT:=O; 
g:=O.O; 
ns:=2.0; 
Rs:=0.73; 
Nf:=4; {Number offlues} 
thickness: =0.1; 
delaytime:=30; 
Nextmeasure:= 30;Autocycle:=10; 
maxtime:=36000; 
cO:=O;cl:=O;c2:=0;c3:=0; {Coefticients for temporature measuroment} 

window(l,1,80,2S); 
textbackground(O); 
c1rscr; 
textcolor( 15); 
write1n('SPHERB INFORMATION NEEDED '); 
writeln('- ------------------------- '); 
Gotoxy(l,4); 
writeln('SPHERB NUMBBR 1 = REFLECTING SPHERE'); 
writeln('SPHERE NUMBER 2 = TRANSMISSION SPHBRE'); 
For counter := 1 to 2 do 
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begin 
window( 1, 7 ,80,25);clrscr; 
window(l ,1 ,80,25);Gotoxy(1, 7); 
write1n('SPHERE NUMBER ',counter); 
if counter = 1 then 

begin 
value(l,8,1,1,80,25,'Total area ofsphere in m"'2 ',Al); 
value(l,9,1,1,80,25,'Area of sample part in m"'2 ',SI); 
value(l,l0,1,1,80,25,'Total area ofother parts ',hl); 
value(l,ll,l,1,80,25,'Retlection factor of sphere ',ml); 

end; 
if counter = 2 then 

begin 
value(l,8,1,1,80,25,'Total area ofsphere in m"'2 ',A2); 
value(l,9,1,1,80,25,'Area of sample part in m"'2 ',S2); 
value(l,IO,l,J,80,25,'Total area ofother parts ',h2); 
value(l,ll,l,l,80,25,'Reflection factor of sphere ',m2); 

end; 
xl:= (Al-(Sl+hl))/Al; 
b21 := (SI/Al)• (1/(1-(ml*xl))); 
x2:= (A2-(S2+h2))/ A2; 
b22 := (S2/ A2)• (l/(l-(m2*x2))); 
end; 
clrscr; 
writeln('YOU CAN GIVE TWO LINES OF READER INFORMATION NOW AFTER EACH LINE PRESS 

RETURN!'); 
readln(headerl); 
writeln(filenl ,headerl ); 
readln(header2); 
writeln(filenl,header2); 
Gotoxy( 1,4); 
value(l,6,1,1,80,25,'Refract. index slab (sample) ',Nslab); 
value(l,7,1,1,80,25,'Refract. index top slide ',Ntop); 
value(l,8,1,1,80,25,'Refract. index bottorn slide ',Nbottom); 

writeln(filen 1 ,nslab:6:3,' ',ntop:6:3,' ',nbottom:6:3 ); 
skip:= false; 
repeat 
value(l,9,l,l,80,25,' COLLIMATED IRRADIANCE: 0 OR DIFFUSE IRRADIANCE: I ',CD); 
if (cd =I) or (cd = 0 ) thon skip := true 

else begin skip := false;sound(2000);delay(200);nosound;end; 
until skip = true; 
writeln(filen l,cd:3: I); 
skip := false; 
repeat 
value(l,lO,l,l,80,25,' SPECULAR REFLECTION COLLECTED: 0 =NO 1 =YES ',SR); 
if (SR =I) or (SR = 0) then skip:= true 
else begin skip := false;sound(2000);delay(200);nosound;end; 
until skip = true; 
writeln(tilen 1 ,SR:3: 1 ); 
skip:=false; 
repeat 
value(l,ll,1,1,80,25,' COLL. TRANSM. COLLECTEDIN TRANSM SPHERE: 0 No 1 Yes ',CT); 
if(CT =1) or (CT= 0) then skip:= true 

else begin skip := false;sound(2000);de1ay(200};nosound;end; 
until skip = true; 
writeln(filenl,CT:3:1}; 
value(l,l2,1,1,80,25,' DEFAULT g (anisotropy} WHEN Tc UNKNOWN (2 LOCKINS} ',g); 
writeln(filenl ,g:6:3}; 
writeln(filenl,ns:3:1}; {number ofspheres} 
if numberlock ='2' then nm:=2; 
if numberlock ='3' then nm:=3; 
writeln(filenl ,nm:3: 1 }; 
value(l,l3,1,1,80,25,' VAL{IE OF 75% REFLECTING STANDARD AT THIS FREQUENCY ',Rs); 
value(l,l4,1,1,80,25,' NUMBER OF FLUXES. USUALLY 4 2=> DELTA-EODING ',Nf); 
value(l,l5,1,1,80,25,' SAMPLE THICKNESS WITHOUT GLASSES in cm ',Thickness); 
value(l,l6,1,1,80,25,' MEASUREMENT AFTER EVERY in seconds ',nextmeasure); 
value(l,l7,1,1,80,25,' AUTOCYCLE AFTEREACH .. MEASUREMENTS ',AUTOCYCLE); 
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value(l,l8,1,1,80,25,' TIME TO WAlTAFTER AUTOCYCLE ',DELAYTIME); 
value(l,l9,l,l,80,25,' TIME AFTER WHICH EXPERIMENT STOPS ',Maxtime); 
value(l,20,1,1,80,25,' COEFFICIBNTS FOR TEMP.MEASURBMENT CO C/Volt',CO ); 
value(l,21,1,1,80,25,' COEPPICIBNTS POR TEMP.MEASURBMENT Cl ',Cl ); 
value(l,22,1,1,80,25,' COEPPICIBNTS POR TEMP.MEASURBMENT C2 ',C2 ); 
value(l,23,1,1,80,25,' COEPPICIBNTS POR TEMP.MEASURBMENT C3 ',C3 ); 
writeln(tilen2,' '); 
write1n(fi1en2,headerl);write1n(filen2,header2); 
writeln(filen2,' '); 

end; 

(--------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure callib; 
var 

hit:char; 
seconden:rea 1; 
counter :integer; 
skip : boo1ean; 
N :String; 
L :char; 

begin 
window( 1,1 ,80,25);textbackground(7);c1rscr; 
textco1or( 1 ); 
writeln(' CALIBRATION AND REFERENCE MEASURBMENTS OF INTEGRATING SPHERES'); 
writeln(' ------------------------------------------------------------- --'); 
for counter := 1 to 3 do 
begin 

window(l,3,80,25); 
textbackground(7); 
clrscr; 
gotoxy(l,4); 
if counter = 1 then 
begin 
write1n(' PLACE ONLY SPHERB ONE IN CORRECT POSITION. SPHBRB TWO IS NOT IN'); 
write1n(' POSITION. DO NOT USE ANY RBPLECTING STANDARDS I '); 
end; 
if counter = 2 then 
begin 
writeln(' PLACE ONLY SPHERB ONE IN CORRECT POSITION. SPHERB TWO IS NOT IN'); 
writeln(' POSITION. DO USE A 75 PERCENT REFLECTING STANDARD '); 
end; 
if counter = 3 then 
begin 
writeln(' PLACE ONL Y SPHERE ONE IN CORRECT POSITION. SPHERE TWO IS NOT IN'); 
writeln(" POSITION. DO USE A 99 PERCENT REFLECTING STANDARD '); 
end; 
writeln; 
textcolor(15); 
writeln(' PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY 
repeat until keypressed; 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 12;AQN'); 
hit := readkey; 
gotoxy( 1,20); 
write(' AUTO PHASE '); 
commanddone{'a '); 
writeln(IEEEOUT, 'OUTPUT 12;AS'); 
gotoxy(l,20); 
write(' AUTO SENSIVITY'); 
commanddone{'a '); 
writeln(IBEEOUT, 'OUTPUT 12;AQN'); 
Gotoxy(l,20); 
write(' AUTO PHASE '); 
commanddone('a '); 
Gotoxy(1,20); 
set time(O,O,O,O); 
write(' '); 
Gotoxy(l,9); 

'); 

writeln(' PRESS ANY KEY TO ENTER V ALUE OF LOCKIN TO COMPUTER'); 



skip := falsc; 
repeat 

repeat 
ifcounter =1 then lockin(sccondon,VlO,'a'); {GEEFT WAARDE LOCKIN} 
if counter =2 then lockin(socondon, V175,'a'); {GEEFT WAARDE LOCKIN} 
if counter =3 thon lockin(sccondon, VlRef,'a'); {GEEFT WAARDE LOCKIN} 
window(l,3,80,25); 
textbackground(7); 
Gotoxy(20,10); 
ifcounter = 1 then writeln('VALUE OF LOCKIN: ',V10:12:6); 
ifcountor = 2 then writeln('VALUE OF LOCKIN: ',V175:12:6); 
if counter= 3 then writeln('V ALUE OF LOCKIN: ',V1Ref:l2:6); 

until keypresscd; 
hit := readkey; 
Gotoxy(21,18); 
writeln(' DO YOU AGRBE WITH VALUE? (y/n) '); 
hit := readkey; 
if hit ='y' then skip := truc; 

until skip = truc; 
end; 
ifnumberlock = '2' then begin N:='14';1:='c';cnd 

else begin N:='l3';l:='b';end; 
for counter := I to 4 do 
begin 

clrscr; 
window( 1,3,80,25); 
textbackground(7); 
gotoxy(l,4); 
if counter = 1 then 
begin 
writeln(' PLACE ONLY SPHERE TWO IN POSITION SPHERB ONE. 
writeln(' DO NOT USE ANY REFLECTING STANDARDS I 
end; 
if counter = 2 then 

Begin 

'); 
'); 

writeln(' PLACE ONL Y SPHERB TWO IN POSITION SPHERB ONB. '); 
writeln(' DO USE A 75 PERCENT RBFLECTING STANDARD '); 
end; 
if counter = 3 then 
begin 
writeln(' PLACE ONL Y SPHERB TWO IN POSITION SPHERB ONB '); 
writeln(' DO USE A 99 PERCENT RBFLECTING STANDARD '); 
end; 
if counter = 4 then 
begin 
writeln(' PLACE ONL Y SPHERE TWO IN POSITION SPHERE TWO BUT WITH SAMPLE '); 
writeln(' OPENING IN DIRECTION LIGHT SOURCE.DO NOT USE RBFERBNCE STANDARD'); 
end; 
writeln; 
textcolor(l5); 
writeln(' PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY 
repest until keypressed; 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT '+N+';AQN'); 
hit := readkey; 
gotoxy(l,20); 
write(' AUTO PHASE '); 
commanddono(l); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT '+N+';AS'); 
gotoxy(1,20); 
write(' AUTO SENSIVITY'); 
commanddone(l); 
writeln(IBEEOUT,'OUTPUT '+N+';AQN'); 
Gotoxy(l,20); 
write(' AUTO PHASE '); 
comrnanddone(l); 
Gotoxy(l,20); 
settime(O,O,O,O); 

'); 



write(' '); 
Gotoxy(l,9); 
writeln(' PRESS ANY KEY TO ENTER V ALUE OF LOCKIN TO COMPUTER'); 
skip := false; 
repeat 

repeat 
if counter = 1 then lockin(seconden, V20,1); {GEEFT WAARDE LOCKIN} 
if counter =2 then lockin(seconden,V275,1); {GEEFT WAARDE LOCKIN} 
if counter =3 then lockin(seconden, V2Rof,l); {GEEFT WAARDE LOCKIN} 
if counter =4 then loc kin( seconden, V20S,l); {GEEFT WAARDE LOCKIN} 
window(l ,3,80,25); 
toxtbackground(7); 
Gotoxy(20,10); 
if counter= 1 then write1n('V ALUE OF LOCKIN: ',V20:12:6); 
if counter = 2 then write1n('V ALUE OF LOCKIN: ',V275:12:6); 
if counter = 3 thon write1n('V ALUE OF LOCKIN : ', V2Rof:12:6); 
if counter = 4 then writeln('V ALUE OF LOCKIN: ',V20S:12:6); 

until keypressed; 
hit := readkey; 
Gotoxy(21,19); 
writeln(' DO YOU AG REE WITH V ALUE ? (y/n) '); 
hit := readkey; 
if hit ='y' then skip := true; 

until skip = true; 
end; 

window( 1,3,80,25); 
textbackground(7); 
clrscr; 
gotoxy(l,4); 
writeln(' PLACE BOTH SPHERES IN CORRECT POSITION. NO SAMPLE BETWEEN '); 
writeln(' THE SPHERES '); 
writeln; 
textcolor(l5); 
writeln(' PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY 
repeat until keypressed; 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT '+N+';AQN'); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 12;AQN'); 
hit := readkey; 
gotoxy(l,20); 
write(' AUTO PHASE '); 
commanddone(l); 
comma nddone(' a'); 
writeln(IEEEOUT, 'OUTPUT '+N+';AS'); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 12;AS'); 
gotoxy(l,20); 
write(' AUTO SENSIVITY'); 
commanddone(l); 
commanddone( 'a'); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT '+N+';AQN'); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 12;AQN'); 
Gotoxy(l,20); 
write(' AUTO PHASE '); 
commanddone(l); 
commanddone('a '); 
Gotoxy(l,20); 
settime(O,O,O,O); 
write(' '); 
Gotoxy(1,9); 

'); 

writeln(' PRESS ANY KEY TO ENTER V ALUE OF LOCKIN TO COMPUTER'); 
skip := false; 
repeat 

repeat 
lockin(seconden,V10Ref,'a'); {GEEFT WAARDE LOCKIN} 
lockin(seconden, V20Ref,l); {GEEFT WAARDE LOC KIN} 
window( 1 ,3 ,80,25); 
textbackground(7); 
Gotoxy(20,10); 

'lnQ 



writeln('VALUE OF LOCKIN: ',Vl0Ref:l2:6); 
Gotoxy(20,11); 
writeln('V ALUE OF LOCKIN : ',V20Ref:12:6); 

until keypressed; 
hit := readkey; 
Gotoxy(21,19); 
writeln(' DO YOU AGREE WITH VALUE? (y/n) 
hit := readkey; 
if hit ='y' then skip := true; 

until skip = true; 
V3Ref:=O; 
V3Fl:=l;V3F2:=2;V3F3:=3;V3F4:=4;V3F5:=5;V3F6:=6; 
multiplv3:=V3Fl; 
if numberlock = '3' then 
begin 

window(l ,3,80,25); 
lex tbackground(7); 
clrscr; 
gotoxy{1,4); 

'); 

writeln(' PLACE BOTH SPHERES IN CORRECT POSITION. NO SAMPLE BETWEEN '); 
writeln(' THE SPHERES '); 
writeln; 
textcolor( 15); 
writeln(' PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY 
repeat until keypressed; 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 14;AQN'); 
hit := readkey; 
gotoxy( I ,20); 
write(' AUTO PHASE '); 
commanddone('c'); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 14;AS'); 
gotoxy(l ,20); 
write(' AUTO SENSIVITY'); 
comma nddone(' c'); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'OUTPUT 14;AQN'); 
Gotoxy(l ,20); 
write(' AUTO PHASE '); 
commanddone('c'); 
Gotoxy( 1,20); 
set time(O,O,O,O); 
write(' '); 
Gotoxy(l ,9); 

'); 

writeln(' PRESS ANY KEY TOENTER V ALUB OF LOCKIN TO COMPUTER'); 
skip := false; 
repeat 
repeat 

lockin(seconden,V3Ref,'c'); {GEEFT WAARDE LOCKIN} 
window( 1,3,80,25); 
te x tbac kgrou nd(7); 
Gotoxy(20,10); 
writeln('VALUB OF LOCKIN : ',V3Ref:12:6); 

until keypressed; 
hit := readkey; 
Gotoxy(21 ,20); 
writeln(' DO YOU AGREB WITH VALUE? (y/n) 
hit := readkey; 
if hit ='y' then skip := true; 

until skip = true; 
clrscr; 

'); 

value(2,2,1,1,80,25,'Multiplication factor V3 as default (FOR Fl): ',V3Fl); 
value(2,3,1,1,80,25,'Multiplication factor V3 (FOR F2): ',V3F2); 
value(2,4,1,1,80,25,'Multiplication factor V3 (FOR F3): ',V3F3); 
value(2,5,1,1,80,25,'Multiplication factor V3 (FOR F4): ',V3F4); 
value(2,6, 1, 1,80,25,'Multiplication factor V3 (FOR F5): ',V3F5); 
value(2,7,1,1,80,25,'Multiplication factor V3 (FOR F6): ',V3F6); 
multiplv3:=V3Fl; 
end; 



window( I ,3,80,25); 
textbackground(7); 
clrscr; 
gotoxy( 1 ,4); 
writeln(' ZERO ADJUSTING ADC LOCKIN C. BESURE THAT ADC CHANNEL 1 IS NOT'); 
writeln(' CONNECTED. TO WORK CORRECTLY THERE MUST BE NO INPUT SIGNAL '); 

I writeln(' CONNECTED TO THE LOCKIN C I '); 
textcolor(l5); 
writeln; 
writeln(' PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY 
repeat until keypressed; 
writeln(IEEEOUT, 'OUTPUT 14;ADCAL'); 
hit := readkey; 
gotoxy( 1 ,20); 
write(' ZERO ADJUST ADC. '); 
commanddone('c'); 
gotoxy(l,20); 
write(' '); 
gotoxy(l,10); 
writeln('NOW CONNECT ADC CHANNEL 1 ON LOCKIN C'); 
writeln;writeln('PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY'); 
repeat until keypressed; 
hit := readkey; 

b11 := ((Vl75-Vl0)/(V1Ref-Vl0))/(xl•Rs); 
bll := bll•(l-(b21•Rs)); 

'); 

writeln(filen I ,bil :20: 10,' ',b21 :20:1 0,' ',(S 1/ Al ):20: 10,' ',xl :20:10,' ',ml:20:10); 
bl2 := ((V275-V20)/(V2Ref-V20))/(x2•Rs); 
bl2 := bi2•(1-(b22•Rs)); 
writeln(filenl,bl2:20:10,' ',b22:20:10,' ',(S2/A2):20:10,' ',x2:20:10,' ',m2:20:10); 
wri teln(filen l,nf:20: I 0); 
writeln(filen2,'V 10 ',V 10:20:10);writeln(filen2,'V 175 ',Vl75:20: 10); 
writeln(filen2, 'V1Ref ',V 1Ref:20:10); 
writeln(filen2,'V20 ',V20:20:10);writeln(filen2,'V275 ',V275:20:10); 
writeln(filen2,'V2Ref ', V2Ref:20: 10); 
writeln(filen2,'V20S ', V20S:20:10);writeln(filen2,'V3Ref ',V3Ref); 
writeln(filen2,'xl ',xl:20:10); 
writeln(filen2,'x2 ',x2:20:10); 
writeln(filen2,'bll ',bll:20:10); 
writeln(filen2,'bl2 ',bl2:20:10); 
writeln(filen2,' '); 
end; 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------} 
Procedure temp(var temperature:real); 

Var n:real; {mVolt input ADC 1} 

begin 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'outputl4;ADC 1'); 
writeln(IEEEOUT,'enter 14'); 
readln(IEEEIN,N); 
N:= N/1000; {gives voltages} 
Status('c',9); 
temperature:= (c0)+(ct•N)+(c2•N•N)+(c3•N•N•N); 
window(l0,12,70,22); 

te x tbackground(2); 
textcolor(l ); 
writeln('REF FREQUENCY CHOPPER :'); 
write('TEMPERATURE :',tempGC:12:2,' C'); 

end; 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------} 
begin 

exitsave:= exitproc;exitproc:= @myexit; 
LOCK; { turns of caps loek eet} 
stop:=false; 
startup; {STARTUP-SCREEN} 
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SETUP; 
CONFIGURE; 
SPHERE ; 
CALLIB; 

{VRAAGT VOOR PRINTER/FILENAAM}; 
{ZET LOCKINSOP INSTELLINGEN}; 

{ASKING FOR SPHERE CONSTANTS}; 
{CALLIBRATES SPHERES }; 

schermopbouw; 
autosenfa; { autofase en sensivity} 
reffreq(frequency); 
writeln(filen2, 'Frequency Chopper',frequency:20: I 0); 
gotoxy(l2,7); 
write(filenl,' time Temp/wavel thickness blr 
writeln(tilenl,' V2% V3% 
write(filen2,' Temp '); 
writeln(tilen2,' Vl V2 
gotoxy(l2,11); 
Write('PRESS ANY KEY TOSTART EXPERIMENT'); 
repeat 

blt 
VlO% 

V3 

Vl %'); 
V20%'); 

Filter'); 

checkkey; 
info; 
reffreq(frequency); 
Temp(tempGC); 
until keypressed; 
gotoxy(l2,11); 
Write(' 
keyhit:=readkey; 
lastsec: = -6000; 

{DETERMINATION WHETER KEYPRESSED OR NOT} 
{gives information about for example exp will stop} 

{leest frequentie shopper} 
{reads temperature} 

'); 

lastau to:= -6000; 
settime(O,O,O,O); 
counter:= 0; 
repeat 
repeat 
reffreq(frequency); {leest frequentie shopper} 
ifnumberlock ='3' then STATUS('b',6); {LEEST STATUS LOCKIN} 
seconds(seconden); {Leest tijd en zet dit op scherm neer} 
STATUS('c',6); {LEEST STATUS LOCKIN} 
Temp(tempGC); {reads temperature} 
checkkey; {DETERMINATION WHETER KEYPRESSED OR NOT} • 
info; {gives information about for example exp will stop} 

until ((seconden>(lastsec+nextmeasure)) and (seconden>(lastauto+delaytime))); {elke nextmeasure I meting} 
1ustsec:= seconden; 
lockin(secvnJe\,'ll,'a'); {Leest output lockin-A en tijd } 
if numberlock ='3' then lockin(seconde2,V2,'b'); {Leest outputlockin-Ben tijd } 
lockin(seconde3, V3,'c'); {Leest output lockin-C en tijd } 
Temp(tempGC); {READS TEMPBRATURE LOCKIN C} 
if numberlock ='2' then 
begin 
V2:=V3; 
V3:=0.0; 
seconde2:=seconde3; 
seconde3:=0; 

end; 
visual(secondel,Vl,'a'); {Zet output op scherm} 
visual(seconde2,V2,'b'); {Zet output op scherm} 
visual(seconde3,V3,'c'); {Zet output op scherm} 
Vlp:=VI/VlRef; 
V2p:=V2/V2Ref; 
V3 := V3 • multiplv3; { •••FOR WHEN USING A FILTER t•••} 
ifnumberlock ='3' then V3p:=V3/V3Refelse v3p:=O; 
VIOp:=VIO/VlRef; 
V20p: = V20S /V2Ref; 
write(filenl,seconde2:8:1,' ',TempGC:8:3,' ',thickness:6:3,' ',bll:20:10,' '); 
writeln(filenl,bl2:20:10,' ',VIp:20:10,' ',V2p:20:10,' ',V3p:20:10,' ',VI0p:20:10,' ',V20p:20:10); 
write(filen2,TempGc:8:3); 
write(filen2,secondel :8:2, Vl: 16:8); 
write(filen2,seconde2:8:2, V2: 16:8 ); 
write(filen2,seconde3:8:2,V3:16:8); 
writeln(filen2,multiplV3: 16:8); 

counter:= counter +1; 
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if counter = autocycle then 
begin {autofase en sensivity} 
autosenfa;counter:=O;seconds(seconden);lastauto:=seconden; 
end; 

if seconde2 > maxtime then stop := true; 
until stop =true; 
writeln(filen2,"); 
writeln(filen2,'My file for data is :' ,filendata); 

end. 



APPENDIX H EXPLANATION OF EQUATION 108 

Equation (108) is a purely empirica! relation descrihing many chemica! and complex biologica! processes. 

The activation energy can be considered as the energy harrier that must be overcome by the molecules 

before reacting. If the temperature increases, the fraction of molecules with an energy higher than Ba 

increases, and so the reaction rate becomes higher. Arrhenius's equation can a1so be explained in terms 

of collision theory. In this theory the reaction rate is proportional to lat the frequency with which the 

reactants collide, Z(T), and proportional to 2nd the probability that the collision occurs with enough 

kinetic energy to overcome the energy harrier (Atkins 1986). That is for a collision to be effective it 

must occur with an energy of at least Ba (in the direction of approach). According to the Boltzman

distribution, the probability of having an energy of at least Ba is equal to exp( -Ba/RT). 

Now it is clear that the reaction rate is equal to 

k(T(t)) = Z(T) exp ( -Ba/RT) (Hl) 

Arrhenius temperature dependenee of rate coefficients reflects the number of encounters that are 

sufficiently energetic to lead to reaction. The higher the temperature, the greater the proportion of 

vigorous encounters, as indicated in Fig H 1. Z(T) is set equal to A, which is a constant, independent of 

temperature. In the temperature range that is normally used this is a good approximation. 

Fig H 1. Proportion of collisions with energy between B end dB as function of temperature. 
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APPENDIX I TEM RESUL TS 

In this appendix the results of an analogous experiment as in section 6.3 are given. In tigure I1 the 

the temperature as a function of time is given as well as the optica! properties for the six samples (300 

sec heated, 750 sec, 900 sec, 1000 sec, 1200 sec, 1680 sec). 
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Fig 11. (a) Temperature as a function of time (b) !la as a function of time (c) j..L8 as a function of time 

(d) g as a function of time for the six heated samples : 300 sec, 750 sec, 900 sec, 1000 sec, 1200 sec, 

1680 sec. 

Note : the optical properties measured for t < 1200 sec can not be trusted. 

In figure 12 the four characteristics (area, dcircle, Vsphere, dmax) are given of the aggregated 

particles. The values of the characteristics are again presenled on the x-axis in categones and on the 

y-axis as relative values of particles to the total amount of particles belonging to one sample. Also 

average values and standard deviations are given for the samples. These are absolute values. Table I1 

gives the categones used. 
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Category area in J.1II12 Category deirele in J.1IIl Category V sphere in J.1II13 Category dmax in J.1II1 
for area from - till for deirele from- till for V sphere from-till for dmax from-till 

1 0.00- 0.01 11 0.00- 0.03 21 0.0000 - 0.0015 31 0.00- 0.05 
2 0.01 - 0.02 12 0.03- 0.06 22 0.0015 - 0.0030 32 0.05 - 0.10 
3 0.02- 0.03 13 0.06- 0.09 23 0.0030 - 0.0045 33 0.10 - 0.15 
4 0.03- 0.04 14 0.09 - 0.12 24 0.0045 - 0.0060 34 0.15 - 0.20 
5 0.04- 0.05 15 0.12 - 0.15 25 0.0060 - 0.0075 35 0.20- 0.25 
6 0.05- 0.06 16 0.15 - 0.18 26 0.0075 - 0.0090 36 0.25 - 0.30 
7 0.06- 0.07 17 0.18 - 0.21 27 0.0090 - 0.0105 37 0.30- 0.35 
8 0.07- 0.08 18 0.21 - 0.24 28 0.0105 - 0.0120 38 0.35- 0.40 
9 0.08- 0.09 19 0.24- 0.27 29 0.0120 - 0.0135 39 0.40- 0.45 
10 0.09 - 0.10 20 0.27- 0.30 30 0.0135 - 0.0150 40 0.45 - 0.50 

110 0.12 - 0.13 120 0.30- 0.33 130 0.0190 - 0.0310 140 0.50- 0.55 
111 0.15 - 0.16 121 0.33 - 0.36 131 0.0390 - 0.0420 141 0.60- 0.65 
112 0.25 - 0.26 122 0.39 - 0.42 132 0.0890 - 0.0920 142 0.70 - 0.75 
113 0.26 - 0.27 123 0.42 - 0.45 133 0.0990 - 0.1020 143 0.75 - 0.80 

124 0.56 - 0.59 144 1.15 - 1.20 

Table 11 Categones used for figure 12. 

Categories with value > 1()0 are different than the categones used in section 6.3. 

In figure 13 àeircle is plotted as a funetion of deircle. 
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AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AND FITS 
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Figure J1 Optical property changes of heated egg white eggw SA and least squares fits equation 149 

and 154. (a) Temperature as a function of time (b) Jl.a as a function of time (c) J.18 as a function of time 

(d) anisotropy g as a function of time (e) delta J.l ~ as a function of time for least squares fits. 
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Figure J2 Optica! property changes of heated egg white eggw SB and least squares fits equation 149 

and 154. (a) Temperature as a function of time (b) Jla as a function of time (c) J.L
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as a function of time 

(d) anisotropy g as a function of time (e) delta Jls as a function of time for least squares fits. 
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Figure J3 Optical property changes of heated egg white eggw SC and least squares fits equation 149 

and 154. (a) Temperature as a function of time (b) !la as a function of time (c) 1J.
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as a function of time 

(d) anisotropy g as a function of time 

A. = 580 nm sample thickness = 0.057 cm 
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APPENDIX K L1J.ls AS A FUNCfiON OF TIME AND FITS 

EXPERIMENTALSET-UP SINGLE SCATTTERING 

In this appendix the plots for the fits of equation (150) for short data fit are given and for entire 
data fit. Also the plots for the fits of equation (151) and (152) are given. In the plots of the figures 
for equation (152) also the short time fit of equation (150) is plotted. The fits of equation (153) which 
are needed for equation (152) are put in the end of this appendix. 
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